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Abstract

The brain integrates information from a myriad of external stimuli to generate a
rich but consistent representation of the world and instruct behavior. For coherent
binocular vision, signals from both eyes need to be combined to generate a unified
percept. In visually experienced animals, neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) display
highly similar responses to right and left eye stimulation, referred to as binocular
alignment [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Yet, in visually näıve animals, neurons exhibit more
diverse responses for each eye and visual experience is required for improving binocular
alignment and thereby refining binocular vision [4, 5, 8]. While studies have addressed
the alignment process of neurons or networks, we still lack an understanding about the
synaptic basis of binocular alignment. Two hypotheses ascribe contrasting importance
to 1) feedforward driven convergence of monocular signals from each eye and 2) a
binocular (driven by stimuli through either eye), recurrent, intracortical network in
the alignment process.
We used in-vivo two-photon functional imaging of dendritic spines of layer 2/3

(L2/3) neurons in ferret V1 to disentangle the contribution of monocular and binocular
inputs. We probed the functional properties of dendritic spines and somata during
right and left eye stimulation in ferrets with and without prior visual experience to
uncover how somatic binocular responses are supported by excitatory synaptic inputs
over development.
We find that individual neurons receive a mixture of monocular and binocular synap-

tic inputs at both developmental stages. Amongst this diversity of inputs, we find a
unique role for binocular congruent inputs. These spines exhibit strong tuning corre-
lation between right and left eye responses and therefore convey input that is aligned
between both eyes. Consistently across development, the more binocular congruent
inputs a neuron receives, the more congruent its somatic output. Higher levels of
somatic congruency after visual experience are attributed to a greater proportion of
binocular congruent inputs relative to näıve animals. The critical relevance of num-
bers of synapses is further highlighted by the fact that binocular congruent spines in
experienced animals do not exhibit greater synaptic strength than noncongruent and
monocular inputs. Lastly, it seems that the increase in numbers of binocular congruent
inputs after eye opening transforms the dominant source of ipsilateral eye inputs.
We conclude that binocular alignment in L2/3 of ferret V1 arises from biases in the

synaptic interactions within a binocular, intracortical (recurrent) network, rather than
the classic feedforward model in which monocular inputs become aligned. Over devel-
opment, a numerically growing binocular congruent network overrides other sources of
inputs from the ipsilateral eye inducing changes in somatic responses to the ipsilateral
eye that are better aligned with the contralateral eye.
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1. Introduction

Various senses have evolved to perceive the world around us and to guide behavior. For
example, vision, hearing, touch, and olfaction are different modalities through which
we perceive the world that we interact with. The brain has areas dedicated to each
sensory modality, as well as areas to integrate different sensory streams. Multimodal
integration of consistent stimuli is highly useful for perception and ultimately survival,
as it has been shown to increase perceptual acuity and shorten reaction times [9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14] . Similarly, combining information from separate sources of the same
modality has behavioral benefits. For instance, binocular vision - seeing with two eyes
- increases visual acuity, improves visual detection especially in low-light settings, and
enhances depth perception [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
The advantages of binocular vision come with the challenge of having to combine

signals from distinct sources into one coherent percept. For binocular vision, the
sensory modality and reference frame are the same, but horizontal eye displacement
leads to two different projections on each eye’s retina [20]. The brain then needs to
merge the two retinal signals. Along the visual pathway of carnivores and primates,
individual neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) are the first to show signatures of
coherent binocular integration: They respond very similarly to stimuli presented to
either eye, a property referred to as binocular alignment ([1, 2, 4, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26].
The proper integration of sensory cues is not innate but is an experience-dependent

process [12, 14, 27, 28]. This is also true for binocular alignment [4, 5, 8]. At early
stages of development, neurons in the visual cortex exhibit less alignment and more
dissimilar response properties between the eyes [4, 5, 7, 8]. A given neuron may
respond strongest to horizontal edges when presented to the left eye but strongest
to vertical edges when presented to the right eye. Only with visual experience, the
responses to the same stimulus viewed with different eyes become more similar, i.e.,
aligned [4, 5, 8].
Previous work has elucidated how binocular alignment of single neurons changes

after eye opening [4, 6, 7]. Yet it has remained elusive how binocular responses are
driven by individual synaptic inputs and how changes in the input population could
underlie the binocular alignment process over development. The prevailing hypothesis
about binocular alignment is that of monocular convergence [29, 30, 31]. According to
this hypothesis, monocular inputs arriving at the same neuron are initially misaligned.
Via Hebbian plasticity (what fires together wires together; [32]) inputs with similar
tuning from each eye would be selected for, ultimately leading to binocularly aligned
responses of the soma. This idea is largely rooted in the persistent separation of
eye-specific signals in the early parts of the visual system and the strong notion of
feedforward driven response generation of single neurons in V1.
However, this hypothesis neglects prominent intracortical wiring in V1 [33, 34, 35,
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1. Introduction

36, 37]. Several models have proposed a crucial role of intracortical and recurrent
connections for other emerging properties in V1 [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43]. Therefore,
intracortical wiring and recurrent mechanisms may also play an important role for
binocular alignment. So instead of monocular inputs, an intracortical binocular input
network and its maturation would be key to generating binocularly aligned responses.
Testing these two hypotheses, feedforward driven monocular convergence vs. intra-

cortical binocular interactions, requires functionally characterizing individual synaptic
inputs and their response properties for right and left eye stimulation. Only thanks to
technical advancements in calcium sensor development and microscopy, it has become
possible to disentangle the functional properties of individual monocular and binocular
inputs and their potential impact on somatic output [44, 45, 46].
Here, we investigate the integration of separate input sources, namely from the left

and right eye, that leads to binocularly aligned responses. Specifically, we will focus
on the alignment of orientation tuning, a hallmark property of visual cortical neurons,
and how it improves following eye opening. We use in-vivo two-photon functional
imaging of dendritic spines to address the role of excitatory synaptic inputs in shaping
binocular alignment of orientation tuning in layer 2/3 neurons of the ferret primary
visual cortex at different stages of development. We answer the following questions:
1) What are the functional properties of excitatory synaptic inputs and how are they

contributing to binocularly aligned responses of V1 neurons in visually experienced
animals?
2) What is the functional synaptic architecture prior to visual experience? What

changes in synaptic connectivity occur with visual experience and how could they drive
increases in binocular alignment?
The structure of this work is as follows: the introduction gives an overview of the

visual system with key aspects related to binocular alignment and presents the most
relevant concepts of visual processing in the brain. Normal developmental changes
as well as effects of altered visual experience are discussed. Beyond that, the work
is divided into two parts reflecting the two main questions of this work. The first
chapter addresses the synaptic basis of binocular alignment in visually experienced
animals. This work has been published previously and a short summary will highlight
the key results of the study and my contributions. The second chapter describes the
synaptic architecture in visually näıve animals and compares it with the mature state
to explore how any changes may contribute to the developmental alignment process.
To conclude, the presented findings are summarized and open questions are discussed.
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1.1. The ferret as a model organism for visual development

1.1. The ferret as a model organism for visual

development

The visual system and its development have been studied extensively in non-human
primates, carnivores, including cats and ferrets, and, more recently, in mice [47, 48].
Mice have gained popularity as genetic tools became available for them and allowed
highly targeted manipulation and measurements of neural activity. In contrast, non-
human primates appreciated for their strong similarities with humans are decreasing in
popularity due to ethical concerns and high costs. The ferret (Mustela putorious furo)
not only seems to strike a balance as it conserves many functional and organizational
features while being lower cost than primates [49]. But it is also a particularly well-
suited model organism of binocular vision for multiple reasons.

First, the forward-facing eyes of ferrets result in a sizeable binocular visual field
of about 80 degrees [50]. Moreover, like many other predatory animals, they exhibit
high visual acuity [51, 52]. This is in stark contrast with mice that are nocturnal
animals and therefore may not rely on vision as much as diurnal species. The rodent
visual system is designed for low-light conditions and consequently their retina contains
mostly rods and very few cones [53]. Moreover, mice do not have a fovea, which is an
area of high cone density for high acuity vision at the focal point [54, 55]. Accordingly,
they are reported to not make convergent eye movements when stimuli of different
disparities (spatial offset) are presented [56]. Rodent eyes are more laterally located,
which leads to a smaller binocular visual field, yet their primary visual cortex (V1) has
a sizeable binocular zone where binocular alignment can be evaluated [57, 58]. Lastly,
their smaller overall body size translates to smaller retinas and fewer photoreceptors,
which results in their vision being less accurate. While mice can perform visually
guided behavioral tasks, they have lower spatial resolution compared to ferrets, cats,
or primates [59].

There is another important difference between the mouse visual system and that
of other species that may limit how much certain findings translate. Indeed, neurons
in mouse V1 exhibit similar functional properties and encode the same features (edge
orientation, spatial frequency, etc.) as neurons in other species [58, 60]. Yet, certain
functional properties emerge earlier within the visual pathway of the mouse and many
of the characteristic organizational principles shared across carnivores and primates
are absent (see 1.4.2 and 1.4.3). Thus, despite the similar functional properties present
in rodent V1 as that in carnivores and primates, there may be different mechanisms
underlying it. This implies that not all findings in the mouse visual system may trans-
late to other species and vice versa. In contrast, the ferret visual system exhibits
strong similarities in functional organization not only with other carnivores and pri-
mates, but also to the human brain [24, 34, 49, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. Therefore, when
functional organization may play a crucial role, the ferret can be a more instructive
model organism for visual processing.

Ferrets are a great model specifically for visual development as they are born at an
early gestational age [49, 62]. This allows studying developmental processes in ferrets
when they are several days or weeks of age, whereas the same processes occur for many
other species in the womb or shortly after birth. Specifically, ferrets open their eyes
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1. Introduction

around postnatal day 30 (p30), so four to five weeks of age, whereas cats open their
eyes within two weeks after birth. This discrepancy is partly due to the relatively
short gestation period of ferrets of around 40 days, whereas for cats it is around 65
days. Consequently, while strong parallels between cat and ferret development are
maintained, they are shifted by about 3 weeks (see Fig 7 in [62]). Similar to cats, mice
open their eyes within 2 weeks after birth, around p11. Technical advances have also
enabled studying the developing visual system in mouse [7, 66] yet the question about
transferability of insights remain.

To summarize, while each species offers unique advantages and disadvantages when
studying visual development and binocular alignment, the ferret stands out as a well-
rounded model organism. The conservation of many properties from ferret to humans
can lead to valuable insights, and the ferret’s drawn out postnatal development allows
to probe the system at various stages. In the future, genetic tools could become
more accessible also for other species, and the toolbox to probe visual development
in ferret may soon expand drastically and further our understanding of the intricate
mechanisms underlying it.

1.2. Visual development

The onset of visually evoked response marks the beginning of interactions between
the environment and the brain. In ferrets, visually evoked responses are first observed
around p20 [67]. At this point the eyelids are still closed therefore, visual experience
at this stage lacks defined edges or fine spatial structure. Instead, stimuli are largely
changes in luminance.

The type of experience that animals receive changes drastically with eye opening,
which in ferrets occurs around p30. Suddenly, visual input is highly structured, with
sharp edges and varying shapes. These new images that are innervating the retina
with unprecedented structure and statistics, are highly correlated between the eyes
and have to be integrated and encoded in the visual system. Therefore, eye opening
marks the transition from innate mechanisms to experience-dependent mechanisms,
or, in other words, when nature and nurture begin to interact. Accordingly, with
the start of patterned visual experience, the whole brain undergoes a rapid learning
experience. After eye opening, the brain becomes progressively less plastic and sensory
experience will less strongly alter connectivity and activity [62]. At this stage, the brain
is considered to be “mature” having reached a stable representation of and interaction
with the external world.

By knowing what the state of the brain is prior to eye opening, when it is largely
governed by internal mechanisms, one can better appreciate how and why the brain
may arrive at its mature state that is presumably optimized and shaped by expe-
rience. Thus, when studying the visual system, it is highly instructive to examine
the experienced state of visually experienced animals as well as the näıve state prior
to eye opening. Consequently, the following overview on the visual system aims to
highlight the key properties pertaining to binocular alignment and how they change
around and due to eye opening. While the ferret visual system is the focus, studies
from other species are included to either provide supportive evidence, allow educated
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1.3. Primary visual pathway

guesses where studies in ferrets are missing, or point out species differences.

1.3. Primary visual pathway

1.3.1. The retina

In the retina, rods and cone cells transduce incoming light into membrane potential
changes [68]. These fluctuations are passed on within the retinal circuitry and ulti-
mately integrated by retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), where action potentials are first
generated along the visual pathway. The receptive field (RF) of RGCs, the part of the
visual field where light stimuli affect the firing rate, is characteristically circular. RGCs
are categorized as ON-center or OFF-center based on whether increases in luminance
in the RF center increase or decrease the firing rate, respectively [69, 70].

The spiking activity of RGCs travels along projections exiting the eyes through the
optic tract and terminates in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus
(see Fig.1.1) [70, 71]. Along the optic tract, at the optic chiasm, most fibers cross
onto the other hemisphere [65, 72, 73]. The right eye mostly covers the right visual
hemifield and all those signals cross to the left hemisphere. In contrast, the signals
in the right eye conveying information about the left hemifield, do not cross and stay
on the right hemisphere, where the signals about the same hemifield but from the
left eye are arriving (see Fig.1.1). To clarify and simplify from which eye signals are
coming with reference to the brain hemisphere, one refers to signals from the opposite
side as contralateral and to signals from the same side as ipsilateral, or contra and
ipsi in short. While this partial cross-wiring of projections to LGN offers the first
opportunity for signals from the same part of the visual field but from different eyes to
converge, eye-specific signals stay mostly separated at this stage of the visual pathway
of carnivores and primates [74, 75].

1.3.2. The lateral geniculate nucleus

LGN neurons display a similar RF structure as RGCs, namely quite circular with ON
or OFF centers [70, 75, 76]. LGN is structurally and functionally organized. First,
retinotopy is maintained therefore neurons representing neighboring fields in visual
space are anatomically close (ferret: [76, 77], cat: [78]). Second, LGN of carnivores
and primates displays a distinct laminar layout and organization ([79], cat: [80, 81],
monkey: [82], ferret: [74, 83]). In ferret LGN, RGC axons from the contralateral eye
almost exclusively terminate in layer A and RGC axons from the ipsilateral eye almost
exclusively in layer A1 (see Fig.1.1) [74, 83]. This anatomical separation translates to
the response properties of neurons: Neurons in each layer are monocular, i.e., they only
respond to visual stimulation through one eye and not the other (ferret: [75, 84], cat:
[78],). While layer C appears to be more functionally intermingled and extracellular
multi-unit activity shows responses for right and left eye stimulation, single units
are still monocular [75, 84]. Recent studies suggest that some degree of binocular
interaction occurs [85, 86, 87], yet LGN in carnivores and primates is considered to
be largely monocular. Mouse LGN is an exception to this strong monocularity, as it
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Figure 1.1.: Schematic illustration of the primary visual pathway and canonical
laminar connectivity in primary visual cortex in the ferret
Left: two exemplary receptive field structures at the level of different stages of the visual
pathway (from bottom to top: retina, lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), primary visual cortex
(V1)), illustrating the transformation from center-surround fields with ON or OFF centers to
elongated fields in V1 where neurons become selective for edge orientation. Bottom: visual
space is color-coded and its representation on the retinas and in LGN are illustrated. The
temporal and nasal parts of each retina have different a wiring pattern so that each hemifield
of visual space is mapped onto the contralateral (opposite) hemisphere of the brain. Top: V1
laminar structure and canonical connectivity patterns with focus on pyramidal neurons in
layer 2/3 (layer 2/3 (L2/3)). Line thickness illustrates relative the strength of the connection.
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1.4. Primary visual cortex

displays substantial mixing of eye-specific inputs and neurons respond to stimulation
of either eye [88].

Notably, the laminar segregation by eye is a developmental process. To study the
emergence of the laminar, eye-specific layout of the LGN, the classical experimental
approach is an injection of a transneuronally transported amino acid in one eye. Mea-
suring the distribution and intensity of the radioactive decay of this tracer in autora-
diographs of sections through the LGN at different ages allows visualizing projections
originating from the injected eye. Using this technique in in developing carnivores and
primates of various ages revealed that retino-geniculate projections are at first not
separated by right and left eye, and the classical laminar structure is absent (monkey:
[89, 90], cat: [91, 92], ferret: [74, 93]). In ferrets, the laminae slowly form around
p4-p8 [74]. Aberrant axons retreat into their appropriate laminae starting p15. This
anatomical restructuring during development is also reflected in functional changes,
because LGN layers become more monocular (cat: [71], monkey: [94]). Ultimately,
LGN reaches its mature laminar and eye-segregated structure after four weeks post-
natal, shortly before eye opening in the ferret around p30 [74].

To investigate the role of neuronal activity in this segregation process, several stud-
ies used tetrodotoxin to block retinal or cortical activity in developing cats [95, 96,
97]. They found that the formation of LGN laminar requires neuronal activity. For
instance, before being light-sensitive, each retina exhibits spontaneous, strong, and
synchronous bursts of activity that travels as a wave within a given eye, but not
across the eyes [98, 99]. These retinal waves become less frequent and decorrelated
after p21 and disappear a few days before eye opening in the ferret which aligns well
with the time course of RGC-LGN connection refinement [99, 100]. This uncorrelated
activity between the eyes early in development may be taken advantage of to differen-
tiate eye-specific inputs (ferret: [99, 101], cat: [102]). Further supportive work showed
by either artificially increase activity levels in one eye of a ferret [102] or altering ex-
perience in one eye with monocular lid suture in cat [103], that the relative activity
of signals from each eye has an impact on the relative size of the eye-specific LGN
laminae.

1.4. Primary visual cortex

LGN neurons predominantly project to the V1 which in most species is located at
the occipital lobe, around the posterior pole of the brain. There, significant signal
transformations occur, and neurons exhibit selectivity for more complex features than
ON or OFF centers. Notably, for the first time along the visual pathway, signals from
the two eyes converge such that single neurons respond to stimuli through either eye,
i.e., are binocularly responsive [2, 23, 24, 62, 104]. Besides responding to both eyes,
neurons in V1 have elongated receptive fields and their activity is better driven by
elongated bars than spots (see Fig.1.1) [23, 105]. Moreover, they exhibit orientation
selectivity: the correct orientation of an edge or will increase their firing, whereas
orthogonally oriented edges will increase their firing less or not at all. Similarly, the
direction of a moving edge can affect the firing rate of a neuron (direction selectivity),
[106, 107]. In short, V1 is considered the first stage in visual processing where binoc-
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1. Introduction

ularity and orientation selectivity emerge. Hereby it becomes apparent why binocular
alignment is generally studied in V1 and most frequently with respect to orientation
preference and tuning. The following sections will cover ocular dominance (1.4.2) and
orientation selectivity (1.4.3) as well as the role of intracortical connectivity to provide
some background on these aspects related to binocular alignment.

1.4.1. The cortical column

As at previous stages of visual processing, V1 displays strong functional organization.
Functional properties such as orientation preference are organized across the cortical
surface and extend in depth, across the six laminae of cortex [23, 106, 108, 109]. This
organization has manifested as the idea of a functional column within which a feature is
computed and represented [106, 108, 110, 111] (but see [111]). Tracing studies reveal
vertical projection patterns within the cortex that support this vertical signal flow.
[112, 113]. The six cortical layers can be distinguished based on their cytoarchitecture
[114], but these layers also exhibit distinct connectivity patterns [115, 116]. Knowing
this intralaminar network and the general signal flow is important to understand where
and how feature representations may arise in V1 (see Fig.1.1).
In histological sections, V1 is easily identified due to a visually distinctive white

stripe on the posterior pole which gave it the alternative name “striate cortex”. This
stripe is in fact a consequence of the high density of myelinated axons that originate
in LGN and terminate most prominently in layer 4 (L4) of V1 [68, 93, 116, 117, 118].
Some LGN projections also arrive in layer 6, which in turn projects to L4, and a
small fraction of LGN projection terminates in L2/3 [111, 115, 119, 120]. Regardless,
L4 is the main recipient of the feed-forward LGN projections and thus the canonical
thalamo-cortical input layer. L4 neurons project most prominently to L2/3, which
contains mostly excitatory, pyramidal-type neurons, with numerous dendritic spines
and a large dendritic tree that is particularly extensive for the apical part, i.e., towards
the brain surface [116, 121]. Within L2/3, horizontal connections between L2/3 cells
create high interconnectivity creating a recurrent network [33, 34, 35, 121, 122]. From
L2/3 signals are sent to other visual cortical areas or are passed on to layer 5 [121],
which is also an output layer for sending signals to other cortical areas. Layer 6 in turn
is providing feedback to LGN [123]. For completeness one may add that layer 1 consists
largely of axons and dendrites of varying origin and is therefore characterized by low
neuronal density with the exception of a few presumably regulatory interneurons [115].
In short, for the purpose of this study, signals from thalamus reach L4 and are

passed on to L2/3 which is strongly interconnected with itself. A more comprehensive
overview of input sources to L2/3 neurons is given later as this layer has been the
main focus for studies of binocular alignment, including this one.

1.4.2. Ocular dominance

V1 is considered the major place for signal convergence from both eyes and most
neurons are binocular (monkey: [106], cat: [2, 23], ferret: [24, 62]). Accordingly, areas
of V1 that represent parts of the visual field that are only accessible from one eye
are monocular [24, 50, 124]. Despite the strong convergence of eye-specific signals,
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binocular neurons still exhibit differences in response strength for one eye over the
other [2]. This bias for one eye over the other is called ocular dominance and is
spatially organized across the cortical surface such that neurons with similar degrees
of eye preference are grouped together [93, 109, 125]. This organization appears as
alternating bands of ocular dominance which also extend in depth, forming the so-
called ocular dominance columns (ODC).
Anatomically, ODCs are rooted in organized thalamo-cortical projections to L4, the

main thalamo-recipient layer [93, 116] and vertical projection patterns across the layers
[112, 113]. Labeling with [3H]-proline proves useful not only for studying eye-specific
projections toLGN but also to cortex, as it can travel across multiple synapses. This
experimental approach employed in various species has shown thatLGN projections
from each eye exhibit a stripy pattern in L4 (human and monkey: [126, 127], cat:
[128], ferret: [93]). Tracing studies combined with electrophysiology corroborate the
anatomical and physiological correspondence and confirmed that areas with high label-
ing density for a given eye corresponded with strong ocular dominance (monkey: [127],
cat: [25, 128]). A tracing study in L2/3 further highlights the tight link of anatomy
and function as it shows that these ODCs also coincide with long-range horizontal
connections that link columns of the same eye preference together [129]. Notably,
structurally as well as physiologically, ocular dominance bands are absent in mouse
V1 [57, 58, 130]). This could relate to the fact that in mouse LGN, more neurons are
binocular [88]. This suggests that signals from the two eyes may be combined at an
earlier stage of the visual system in mice than in other species.
While carnivores and monkeys all display the characteristic eye-specific thalamo-

cortical projection pattern, there seem to be differences regarding how directly these
anatomical patterns translate to the functional properties in L4. In monkeys, physi-
ology closely mirrors anatomy: neurons in thalamo-recipient layer L4c are still mostly
monocular and binocularity emerges only in L2/3 [106, 131]. Eye-specific signals stay
separated in L4 and only mix in superficial layers. A slightly different relationship is
found in cats where many L4 neurons can be driven through either eye [128]. Nev-
ertheless, L4 exhibits stronger ocular dominance than downstream L2/3 indicating
that signals from both eyes are weakly combined in L4, and stronger mixing occurs in
L2/3. This can be explained anatomically by the fact that L4 pyramidal neurons are
receiving signals not only from highly monocular LGN projections, but also connect
horizontally across domains and vertically across laminae [132]. In fact, it is estimated
that only 5-6% of inputs to L4 are of thalamic origin and most inputs are cortico-
cortical connections instead [116, 133]. Thalamocortical inputs tend to be larger and
have more synaptic release sites than other inputs [134, 135] which could contribute
to their disproportionate postsynaptic potentials [136]. Yet, nevertheless, the remain-
ing significant contribution of intracortical inputs could blur the eye-specific signal
separation and lead to binocularly responsive neurons in L4.
How monocular or binocular L4 is in the ferret remains unknown since no physi-

ological measurements have been done so far. An anatomical study reports that in
ferret about 13% of synaptic inputs to L4 neurons originate in LGN, thus are most
likely monocular [137]. While this is about twice as much as in cats, their relative
strength is largely unknown (but see [119]) and again intracortical inputs are a likely
and relevant source of inputs to L4. Calcium imaging shows that in L2/3 most neu-
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rons are binocular [4]. So while we lack a clear picture of L4 binocularity, considering
the strong binocularity in L2/3 and the numerous similarities of ferrets with cats, L4
is assumed to be not purely but at least more monocular than L2/3. Due to this
assumption and current limitations in imaging techniques, L2/3 has been the focus of
studying binocular alignment.

OD during development Thalamocortical projections undergo a developmental
process and refine in their laminar and horizontal innervation patterns. The axons of
LGN neurons grow into L4 of ferret V1 around birth and start innervating it around
p10/12 [138]. Thalamo-cortical inputs, albeit weak during early development, already
exhibit laminar biases and preferentially target layer 4 and spare upper L2/3 [93, 120].
This projection bias further strengthens and increases its laminar specificity with age
to form the innervation pattern observed in the mature animal. In those, L4 exhibits
dense labeling, layer 6 presents as a weaker band, and L1 and L2/3 exhibit very little
labeling.

In parallel with the laminar innervation pattern, the horizontal organization forming
ocular dominance bands emerges. In essence, thalamocortical projection patterns
mirror the initial overlap and later segregation of eye-specific inputs described earlier
in the LGN (see Fig.1.3.2). Rakic [90] was the first to show how in embryonic monkeys
that eye-specific inputs to L4 initially overlap before they separate. In ferret L4, ocular
dominance bands in ferret were visible as early as p16, so well before eye opening [139].
The segregation into bands of eye-specific thalamo-cortical projection patterns is also
reflected in cortical activity. Work in young kittens and monkeys shows that cortical
cells in L4 are more binocular and become monocular for one eye on the same timescale
as the separation of eye-specific projections [94, 120]. In contrast, in 3-week-old kittens,
an increase in binocularly driven neurons is reported [140]. However, the authors do
not comment on from which layer or at which depth these units are recorded. In
ferret, extracellular recordings of neurons in V1 (presumably across all layers) were
found to be less contra-dominated and more binocular in ferrets of p80 or older in
comparison to ferrets younger then p65, suggesting an increased balance of drive from
each eye over time [62]. Yet, two-photon calcium imaging of L2/3 cells shows that
at eye opening, cells are highly binocular and become more monocular after about a
week of visual experience [4].

The role of neuronal activity in ODC formation is not fully resolved. Crowley and
Katz (2002) [139] report that when ODCs emerge in ferrets around p17, manipulation
of retinal activity did not disturb the described patterns. In contrast, other studies
in comparably more mature cats have found that retinal activity is required [141]. It
appears that the role of neuronal activity may vary over development. It has been
suggested that there may be distinct mechanisms driving ocular dominance, namely
early innate and later activity-dependent ones [139].

In contrast to neuronal activity in general, many studies have probed the experience-
dependent aspect of ocular dominance in V1. During the so-called critical period for
ocular dominance, monocular deprivation creates a drastic shift of ocular dominance
in cortical responses towards the non-deprived eye especially in the superficial layers
(ferret: [62], cat: [103, 142], monkey: [143]). On the other hand, in older animals,
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monocular deprivation has little to no effect suggesting reduced plasticity levels after
development. In ferrets, this critical period lasts from p35 to p70 [62]. While the
window for the critical period can be delayed by dark rearing [144, 145, 146], binocular
lid suture had renders many cells unresponsive [147]. This suggests that no experience
and diffuse, unpatterned experience through close eye lids can have different effects at
certain dvelopmental stages. Lastly, not any kind of binocular experience is sufficient
for normal development. Binocular experience with induced strabismus renders cells
largely monocular suggesting an essential role of continuous, correlated activity from
both eyes [148, 149, 150]. In humans, strabismus can occur at any age but is most
frequent in children 6 years or younger [151]. This condition is reversible only at the
early stage and a common treatment is ocular occlusion of one eye or vision correction
[152].
To summarize, ocular dominance columns and the anatomical correlate of thalamo-

cortical projections are formed prior to the onset of visual experience. However, they
are not fully refined and still malleable. Therefore, the degree of how much and where
exactly in V1 eye-specific inputs are combined appears to be established by the time
of eye opening is susceptible to change under abnormal visual experience. In normal
development, while some convergence may occur in L4, L2/3 is clearly combining
inputs from both eyes. Ultimately, further studies and, importantly, physiological data
are needed to clarify the exact timing of the anatomical and functional development
of ocular dominance, especially in L4, in the developing ferret.

1.4.3. Orientation selectivity

As mentioned above, V1 is not only the initial hub for binocular interactions, but
another feature emerges. Neurons selectively respond to edges of a certain orientation,
and not or less to others. They display orientation selectivity. How orientation selec-
tivity emerges from unselective LGN inputs to V1 has been the center of many studies.
Shortly after Hubel and Wiesel first described orientation selective units in cat V1 in
1959 [23], they proposed a model about how this feature could be created on a single
neuron level [2]. An orderly arrangement along one axis of the circular receptive fields
of LGN could in summation lead to the elongated receptive fields and thereby generate
orientation selective responses observed in V1, particularly in L4. This model relies on
precise wiring of feed-forward inputs only. Many studies since then have investigated
the emergence of orientation selectivity along the visual pathway and experimental
evidence is largely in favor of this feed-forward model for V1 [153, 154, 155, 156, 157].

Orientation maps and their development Remarkably, the preference for edge
orientation is organized in domains of similar preferences that again span all cortical
layers, but orientation preference also varies smoothly across the cortical surface, form-
ing a continuous orientation map that covers all angles [108, 109, 125]. Work in the
tree shrew, a mammal with strong similarities in cortical organization with primates,
shows that orientation maps can be ascribed to organized projections of on and off
neurons [158] favoring a feedforward origin of this functional organization. On the
other hand, theoretical and experimental work stress the role of intracortical connec-
tivity in building and maintaining such large-scale organization [38, 39, 41, 42, 159,
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160]. This is also supported by anatomical studies in carnivores and primates, where
labeling a localized group of neurons reveals a modular pattern of the extensive hori-
zontal connections in L2/3 as the axons show periodic biases for local, more frequent
arborization [35, 160, 161]. This projection pattern matches the periodicity orienta-
tion maps, or in other words, axons preferentially connect to other cortical domains
with similar orientation preference [122, 129, 162]. Therefore, horizontal connections
are considered to be crucial for the layout of orientation maps.

The link of patchy projections and modular orientation representations is further
supported by developmental studies of neuronal morphology and function. Tracings
of axonal arbors of L2/3 pyramidal neurons in ferret have been used to study axonal
projections. Over development, axons expand tangentially to the cortical surface,
uniformly in direction, and already extend over 1mm before eye opening [33]. Around
p32-p34, axons exhibit patchy organization with some areas showing higher density
of axons and branching. By p45, axons show adult-like clusters and span several
millimeters. Horizontal connections in L2/3 have also been assessed with retrograde
labeling [35], photo stimulation and electrical stimulation essays [36, 37] in order to
probe connectivity patterns during development. These studies further corroborate
that horizontal connections are initially shorter-range and more uniform before they
expand and exhibit a modular pattern.

Complementing these studies examining horizontal connectivity, are results from
calcium imaging done at different developmental stages. Prior to visual experience,
ferret V1 displays modular patterns of activity in response to stimulation by drifting
gratings [4, 43, 163]. While these patterns are unreliable, biases in the responses reveal
a primordial orientation map. Over a couple days with visual experience, responses
to gratings become more reliable, orientation selectivity increases drastically, and the
orientation map matures on a similar timescale as horizontal connections.

Moreover, there seems to be a link of innate connectivity and orientation maps. In
the ferret, cortical spontaneous activity, presumably reflecting innate connectivity, has
been observed as early as postnatal day 22 and already presents a modular structure
[164, 165]. It even persists after optic nerve transection abolishing geniculate input
[165] supporting its intracortical origin. Early spontaneous activity holds some pre-
dictive power of the orientation map at eye opening [43]. The similarity is not perfect,
but the patterns of spontaneous and evoked activity become increasingly similar with
the onset of visual experience. In essence, spontaneous, modular, cortical activity,
shaped by intracortical and recurrent connections, may provide an initial structure
for evoked responses before V1 refines to create a reliable orientation map after the
onset of visual experience. For this maturation process visual experience is crucial.
While dark rearing only delays the maturation of the orientation map, visual expe-
rience through closed eye lids past the point of natural eye opening deteriorates the
initial orientation map and the horizontal connection pattern [160]. This mirrors the
role of experience for ocular dominance insofar as it highlights that the statistics of
visual experience (no patterns, vs. diffuse patterns) at specific stages of development
matter. Yet, orientation selectivity is not a phenomenon that relies on inputs from
both eyes and monocular deprivation as well as alternating monocular lid-suture still
allowed for the maturation of orientation selectivity and orientation maps [166].
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Comparison with mouse V1 It is worth briefly discussing how these findings in
ferrets, cats, and primates translate to the mouse, another model organism for vision.
Mouse V1 exhibits similar functional properties as V1 of ferrets, cats, and monkeys.
Neurons exhibit orientation, spatial frequency, and direction selectivity similar to other
higher order mammals [58]. But despite the similar functional properties present in
rodent V1, there may be different mechanisms underlying it. For instance, while
neurons in V1 also present retinotopic organization, additional large-scale organization
like ocular dominance columns or an orientation map is absent [57, 58, 167]. Neurons
with similar orientation preference do not cluster across the surface, but instead are
intermingled, which has coined the term ‘salt-and-pepper’ organization. Accordingly,
L2/3 horizontal connectivity does not exhibit a modular and patchy structure, yet a
bias for like-to-like connectivity was found [168, 169] supporting a role of horizontal
connectivity, even when is it not modular. Another key difference across species is that,
in mouse retina, there are substantially more types of RGCs than in primates [170].
A significant portion of RGCs already exhibit orientation and direction selectivity, a
property considered to only emerge in V1 of carnivores and primates [171, 172]. While
more recently, and after designated efforts, direction-selective ganglion cells were also
found in the primate retina [173], they seem to only constitute a small fraction. Some
studies have reported orientation bias in the retina and LGN of the cat [157, 174,
175], in LGN of developing ferrets [176], and the retina of the primate [177]. However,
orientation and direction selective cells were more numerous in LGN of the mouse than
in these other species [178, 179, 180, 181]. Therefore, orientation selectivity in mouse
V1 could be more feedforward-driven than in other species. Ultimately, it remains to
be answered how across species the different numbers and degrees of orientation and
direction selective neurons upstream to V1 contribute to functional properties in V1.

To conclude, orientation tuning is a hallmark feature of V1, across species. In car-
nivores and primates, there is evidence that this feature could be driven by orderly
convergence of LGN inputs to cortex [2, 153, 154, 158]. Yet, intracortical such as
horizontal connectivity within L2/3 also appears to be a crucial component of V1, in
particular for features exhibiting modular activity patterns, such as orientation pref-
erence [35, 129, 162]. These two lines of research are representative of a longstanding
discussion about the role of feed-forward and intracortical input in driving neuronal re-
sponses. This discussion takes place for various stages and features of visual processing
and also extends to binocular alignment, as described in the following.

1.5. Binocular alignment

Having two eyes allows sampling many points of the visual scene twice. Generally,
edges of objects produce nearly identical signals on each retina. However, they appear
at different locations due to the horizontal offset of the eyes and their opposing inward
rotation when focusing on an object [20]. Ultimately, cortical neurons should be able
to match these spatially offset, but otherwise identical signals. While the spatial
offset of receptive fields is a feature that is used for depth perception and neurons
encoding different offsets (disparity) exist [182, 183, 184, 185, 186], the receptive field
structure for each eye should match the other closely [3]. In other words, the functional
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response properties, like orientation preference and tuning, should also align between
the eyes and is considered to be required for binocular vision [187]. Furthermore,
neurons responding equally to images from either the right or left eye is important
for situations of monocular occlusion [188]. When an object is suddenly covering one
eye, the representation of the visual scene still accessible with the other eye should
ideally remain constant. Otherwise, downstream computational issues may arise. In
sum, binocularly responding neurons are expected to present highly similar responses
for right and left eye stimulation.
The earliest support for this hypothesis can be found in the early work by Hubel

and Wiesel in 1962 [2]. They studied orientation selectivity in cat V1 and also assessed
the receptive field structure of single units for right and left eye stimulation. Their
findings suggest that the receptive field location and structure for each eye are very
similar. The main difference they describe are not functional properties but the biases
in response strength of single cells for one eye over another (ocular dominance, see
1.4.2), which became a highly studied phenomenon afterwards. Since then, many
others have described the high degree of response similarity of binocularly responsive
neurons across many species (macaque: [1], cat: [2, 21, 25, 189, 190], ferret: [4], mouse:
[5, 6, 26]). Most studies specifically measure the matching of orientation preference
since it is such a characteristic feature of V1. Some studies go beyond this functional
property and compare monocular responses with respect to tuning selectivity, spatial
frequency tuning, and other features [21]. Common to all these studies is the finding
that responses for each eye show strong similarities. Despite these strong similarities
it is important to highlight, that there is diversity in the degree of alignment and not
all neurons exhibit perfect alignment.

1.5.1. Binocular alignment during development

Developmental studies regarding binocular vision have been focusing largely on ocular
dominance, orientation selectivity, or disparity but less on orientation matching. A
noteworthy exception is work by Blakemore and Sluyters (1972, 1974) [3, 191] who
studied visual cortical neurons in kittens reared under normal or artificial conditions.
Kittens that underwent binocular deprivation by suturing both eyelids shut or reverse
suturing of one eye at a time of the course of weeks, exhibited a higher degree of
orientation preference mismatch between the eyes than normally reared kittens. They
conclude that normal, binocular vision is critical for orientation alignment between
the eyes. Similar effects of normal and binocularly deprived visual experience was
found by Crair et al.(1998) [192] when studying contra and ipsi eye orientation maps
and their similarity. Other work studied the effects of induced strabismus in kittens.
In strabismic kittens that undergo monocular deprivation, recovery of orientation se-
lectivity and visual acuity is slower than in non-strabismic animals [193]. During
normal rearing, induced strabismus maintains retinal and general signaling levels, yet
the activity between the two eyes is less correlated which results in most V1 neurons
becoming almost exclusively monocular as a result [147, 148]. This suggests that not
only binocular but correlated vision through both eyes is essential for normal binocular
responses.
A more thorough appreciation and description of the development of binocular align-
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ment was given by Wang et al.(2010) [5] in the mouse. Around p20, therefore before
the onset of the critical period for ocular dominance in mice, many binocularly re-
sponsive neurons exhibit significantly different orientation preferences for each eye.
Responses become better aligned between the eyes over the next 2 weeks, which is
also the closure of the critical period for ocular dominance in mice [194]. This align-
ment process requires binocular visual experience as monocular deprivation and dark
rearing during this period prohibits orientation preferences for each eye to become
better matched [5]. More recently, Chang et al.(2022) [4] reported similar findings
in V1 of the ferret (see Fig.1.2a-b). At eye opening, neurons exhibit diverse levels of
binocular orientation match which are above chance, but below what is seen in animals
with several days of visual experience. Delaying eye opening by binocular lid-sutures
leads to less orientation matching compared to visually näıve animals. Even multiple
days of visual experience following binocular deprivation are not sufficient to reduce
mismatch to the level of normally reared animals with comparable amounts of visual
experience. Both studies in mouse and ferret reveal that in animals with no or little
visual experience, many binocularly responsive neurons exhibit significantly different
orientation preferences for each eye. Moreover, they demonstrate that binocular re-
sponses are not innately well aligned undergo a developmental process that requires
binocular vision and leads to better alignment. Importantly, this phenomenon occurs
across species and appears to be a fundamental part of visual development.

Intrigued by the experience-dependent integration of distinct sources, further exper-
iments aimed to dissect the binocular alignment process. Chronic imaging of the same
neurons during the alignment process revealed two distinct strategies of how visual
cortex can arrive at increased response similarity between the two eyes: In the mouse
visual cortex, the monocular and binocular neuronal population appear to undergo a
sizeable restructuring after eye opening as early as p14 [6, 7, 8]. Specifically, binocu-
lar neurons with low orientation selectivity are largely rendered monocular, whereas
well-tuned monocular neurons gain responsiveness to the other eye and become binoc-
ularly aligned [6]. Notably, given the initial contra dominance in neurons, it is more
frequent that the ipsi eye response is added to match [6, 7]. Lastly, this reassignment
is restricted to L2/3 neurons and is not observed in L4. In contrast, data from L2/3 in
the ferret presents an alternative strategy for increasing binocular alignment [4]. Here,
the tracked neurons do not undergo changes in ocular dominance, but instead shift
their orientation preference for both monocular responses. Specifically, both monoc-
ular preferences become more similar with the preference measured during binocular
stimulation of the näıve animal. These shifts tend to be more pronounced for the ipsi
eye representation since the initial contra eye responses tend to be more similar than
the ipsi eye response to the binocular response. Overall, the changes in both monocu-
lar orientation preferences leads to better alignment between the eyes after only 4 days
of visual experience. To summarize, several studies suggest that especially changes in
the response to ipsilateral stimulation are contributing to alignment, although there
may be different underlying mechanisms across species.
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Figure 1.2.: The binocular alignment process and two hypotheses about its
synaptic basis
(a) Cellular trial-averaged responses (median, circles) and fitted orientation tuning curves
for and näıve and experienced animals. (b) Cumulative distributions of cellular monocular
mismatch for naive and experienced animals (mean± standard error). Mismatch is computed
as difference in orientation preference for contra and ipsi eye responses. Diagonal (dotted grey
line) indicates chance levels of mismatch. (a-b) are adapted with permission from [4]. (c)
Illustration of the two main (not mutually exclusive) hypotheses about the synaptic basis of
binocular alignment. Orientation preference for each eye of the soma and the inputs (circles)
is illustrated as the angle of a bar. Monocular convergence predicts monocular contra and
ipsi input streams to provide inputs matching each other in orientation preference, while
binocular inputs would not be relevant and could be mismatched or absent. In contrast,
binocularly aligned responses of the soma could be supported by binocular inputs that are
aligned themselves. Monocular inputs could be mismatched to each other and the somatic
preference or absent.
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1.5.2. Hypotheses about the synaptic basis of binocular
alignment

Several ideas about how binocular alignment and orientation preference matching de-
velop have been put forward. In general, these ideas are tightly interwoven with
orientation selectivity and ocular dominance. Early studies on the visual system were
dominated by the idea of orderly feedforward drive (see above 1.4.2 and 1.4.3). The
orderly of LGN inputs to create orientation selectivity in V1 is one example of that
[2]. More recently, some studies argue that intracortical feedback and recurrent con-
nectivity may also play a critical role in cortical computations, map formation, and
may be sufficient to create or at least orientation selectivity from untuned inputs
[38, 39, 41, 42, 159]. While studies approach the relevance of recurrent connections
largely from a computational or modeling side, recently some experimental efforts in
the somatosensory cortex were made to illustrate the role of recurrent networks [195].

A similar discussion about the relevance of feedforward and recurrent streams has
extended to binocular vision and particularly binocular alignment (see Fig.1.2c). Up-
stream to V1, neurons are typically considered to be purely monocular (see 1.3).
Consequently, in a feedforward framework binocular V1 neurons would have to not
only ensure orderly LGN connectivity for gaining orientation selectivity but also do so
for both monocular input streams in an aligned manner to generate their orientation-
matched binocular responses (see Fig.1.2c, left) [30, 31, 196]. This concept is called
“monocular convergence” and builds on strong or exclusively feedforward drive. Dur-
ing development, visual experience could drive the alignment via Hebbian plasticity
mechanisms which postulates that coactivity of the pre- and postsynaptic neuron re-
sults in strengthening of their connection [32]. Binocular vision would result in fre-
quent coactivation of monocular neurons that prefer the same stimulus orientation
but are otherwise independent from each other. In a binocular neuron connected to
these monocular neurons, coactivation of the presynaptic partners could trigger an
action potential. This in turn could promote growth and stabilization of the co-tuned,
monocular inputs, ultimately leading to a reliable, aligned response of the postsynaptic
binocular neuron.

On the other hand, neurons in V1 have numerous intracortical connections. Espe-
cially neurons in L2/3 are part of a horizontally connected, recurrent network [33, 35,
37]. Accordingly, these neurons should receive numerous inputs from other binocu-
larly responsive neurons. Moreover, studies have also reported a small percentage of
binocular neurons in the LGN, which show varying degrees of binocular interactions
(stimulation of the “silent” eye may affect the responses to the dominant eye) [85,
86, 87, 197, 198, 199]. Thus, V1 neurons may make use of both upstream binocu-
lar interactions and intracortical and recurrent connectivity with other binocular V1
neurons, to create orientation tuning that is matched between the eyes (see Fig.1.2c,
right) . After eye opening, the onset of binocular vision leads to highly similar drive
in both retinas. Highly correlated drive through both eyes has been shown to lead to
stronger responses than stimulation of one eye alone [2, 200, 201, 202]. This implies
that binocular vision could lead to preferential activation and increased plasticity of
binocular neurons that have high response alignment over those that are less aligned
or monocular. Instead of monocular inputs, the binocularly aligned input network
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would be strengthened during development and stabilize aligned responses in V1 due
to Hebbian or recurrent amplification mechanisms. Anatomically, the increase in L2/3
horizontal connectivity [33, 35, 36, 37] could serve as the structural basis. Notably,
this idea of the binocular, intracortical, recurrent network playing the major role does
not discard the monocular convergence idea. Monocular convergence may still occur
at earlier stages of visual processing such as L4. However, it may be less relevant in
driving the aligned responses particularly in superficial layers of V1.

The two hypotheses of monocular convergence and intracortical binocular connec-
tivity make different predictions about the synaptic architecture of binocular aligned
neurons (see Fig.1.2c) . Monocular convergence predicts that many inputs should be
monocular and inputs from each eye should largely match the orientation preference of
each other and that of the soma. This way, separate input streams can support aligned
somatic output. On the other hand, the intracortical binocular hypothesis predicts
that most inputs are binocular and should match orientation preference between the
eyes and to the soma. This way, their aligned input would drive an aligned somatic
output. Ultimately, the two hypotheses highlight different network structures, namely
feedforward and intracortical/recurrent. Understanding which of these structures the
brain employs for binocular alignment can yield important insights about information
integration at the subcellular and network level.

An initial effort to address alignment at the subcellular level was undertaken by Gu
et al.[203]. They used whole cell recordings and optogenetics to silence cortical ac-
tivity in an effort to distinguish thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical inputs and their
respective contribution to binocularly aligned responses in mouse V1. In animals with
mature levels of alignment, they find that cortical and thalamic inputs provide similar
degrees of alignment between the eyes. In contrast, in younger animals with less align-
ment, the summed thalamic input exhibits better alignment and thus developmentally
precedes that of cortical input. This suggests that at least early in development, there
may be functionally distinct contributions of feedforward and recurrent connections to
interocular alignment. However, whole cell recordings do not allow to disentangle the
contributions of monocular and binocular inputs, as it can only measure the sum of
all monocular and binocular inputs that are activated during stimulation of one eye.

How binocular alignment emerges in V1 has also been approached from the theoret-
ical side and numerous models have aimed to describe or model this process. While
these models capture various aspects of alignment and make several predictions, they
can differ substantially in their architecture. Models may include no intracortical
connectivity, i.e., are purely feedforward driven and thus reflect the monocular con-
vergence hypothesis [29, 30, 31]. Others include or discuss intracortical connectivity,
giving some room for the binocular intracortical hypothesis [204, 205]. Experimental
data giving insights about whether and how monocular (feedforward) and binocular
(intracortical/recurrent) inputs are involved in binocular alignment could help inter-
preting past and guiding future models.

To summarize, to which proportion monocular or binocular inputs occur and how
they each contribute to binocularly aligned responses in V1 responses is unknown. To
fill this gap, this work aims to give a detailed description of the synaptic architecture
generating binocularly aligned responses in L2/3 of ferret V1.
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1.5.3. Input sources for binocular alignment

When studying how excitatory synaptic inputs contribute to somatic output, it can
be useful to know overall connectivity patterns to appreciate where inputs may come
from. Some areas may have characteristic properties and as such may be more or less
prone to contribute to the feature of interest in the postsynaptic cell. For binocular
alignment, it can be important to differentiate between putative monocular and binoc-
ular input sources, or the degree of orientation selectivity. The following section will
briefly discuss the main input sources for L2/3 neurons in ferret V1 and how their
developmental changes could contribute to increases in binocular alignment.
The previous section (1.4.1) covered general cortical circuitry and developmental

changes related to ocular dominance and orientation selectivity. In brief, L4 is the main
thalamo-recipient layer and itself sends signals to L2/3. L2/3 has extensive horizontal
connections and can be thought of as a strong intracortical, recurrent network. Thus,
L2/3 neurons are considered to mostly receive inputs from other L2/3 neurons. L4
represents another major input source, and lastly, some thalamic projections also
innervate L2/3. However, there are two additional sources for input to L2/3 that have
not been discussed so far (see Fig.1.1).

Feedback connections Following the feed-forward stream of information and the
hierarchical structure of the visual system, signals from V1, travel to V2, and further
higher order visual areas. Higher order visual cortices are considered to belong to
either the dorsal “what” or the ventral “where” pathway that are responsible for
different aspects for visual processing [206]. Regardless of the pathway, the further
up in the hierarchy, thus the further downstream, the larger receptive field size and
the more complex the features that are represented become [207, 208]. Importantly,
information does not only flow unidirectional and higher visual areas send feedback
projections to V1 and could potentially be contributing to binocular alignment [209].
Retrograde labeling in cat V1 with choleratoxin b shows that feedback projections
most frequently originate from excitatory neurons in L5/6 and less frequently in L2/3
[209, 210]. They terminate in layer 1, upper layer 2, and layers 5/6 in V1 [211, 212].
This laminar specificity of feedback projections sparing L4 is often contrasted with
feedforward projections that preferentially target L4 [211, 213, 214, 215]. A study
in ferrets shows that the closer in the hierarchy and the larger the cortical area, the
more cells provide feedback to V1 [208, 209]. Moreover, feedback projections connect
neurons representing the same part of the visual field across different areas [208, 216].
V2 which in the ferret is functionally very similar to V1 and also exhibits orientation
selectivity, sends projections to V1 that appear to even match orientation domains
[217]. Therefore, feedback projections display structural properties that make them a
putative source of inputs contributing to binocular responses in L2/3 of V1.
However, the function of these feedback connections is not fully elucidated [218].

Because the projecting neurons have larger receptive fields than their targets and
the retinotopically match their target location [208, 216, 219], feedback is considered
to be important for providing visual context, or more technically speaking, support
extra-classical receptive field modulation [217, 218, 220]. For binocular integration,
they may provide an additional source of binocular inputs as higher visual areas are
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increasingly binocular and disparity selective implying that binocular integration stays
relevant downstream of V1 [185, 221].

Lastly, feedback connectivity to V1 observed around eye opening shares the basic
properties that is found in the adult ferret. Only minor shifts in the relative contri-
bution of different higher visual areas areas have been described [222]. These changes
occur over the course of a couple weeks after eye opening which does not match the
rapid increase of binocular alignment within days of experience onset [4]. However,
higher visual areas may undergo functional changes around the same time as V1 [223],
which could effectively alter the information they provide and potentially contribute
to the binocular alignment process. Hopefully, future experiments on functional de-
velopment of higher visual area and thorough mapping studies can elucidate the role
of feedback projections to V1 throughout development.

Callosal connections Some cortical neurons send signals to the other hemisphere
via callosal projections [214, 219, 224, 225]. These projections are mostly excitatory
and in the visual cortex link retinotopic similar areas across the hemisphere. They
originate in L2/3 and layer 6 of the other hemisphere and preferentially terminate in
parts of the visual cortex representing the vertical midline of the visual field which
is accessible for both eyes (ferret: [226, 227], cat: [219, 228, 229, 230]) indicating
a potential role for binocular vision. In cats with surgically induced strabismus the
termination zones of callosal input were larger than normal and thus less specific [231,
232] indicating how the alignment of the vertical meridian across eyes is required for
the precise callosal mapping that happens in normal development.

While anatomy supports a role of callosal projections in binocular vision, especially
in the visual field center, studies have disagreed on whether or not they substantially
contribute to binocular responses in V1. For instance, deactivation of callosal connec-
tions by cooling the other hemisphere was found to only mildly affect orientation and
direction tuning [233, 234]. A lesion study in cats further suggested only a limited
contribution of callosal input to depth perception [235]. In the mouse, tetrodotoxin
treatment of the other hemisphere, effectively blocking callosal input, consistently re-
duced the ipsilateral response [236]. Similarly, in another rodent study, suppressing
callosal input reduced spiking in monocular and binocular neurons, yet activation of
the callosal projecting neurons was not sufficient to drive V1 responses in the other
hemisphere [237]. Nevertheless, unpublished work in the ferret reportedly indicates
that callosal connections contribute specifically to cardinal orientation preferring neu-
rons of the vertical meridian [238]. Yet in general, callosal projections in carnivores
and primates are thought to facilitate rather than modulate functional properties in
the other hemisphere.

At birth, neurons in the cat that are projecting callosally are more uniformly dis-
tributed across the cortical surface. The reorganization into zones occurs over the first
month [239]. In ferrets, studies have been investigating the development only starting
around 4 weeks of age [224]. After p28, callosal connections seem to undergo very few
changes and even the laminar projection patterns are stable throughout development.
In sum, callosal input may not be the main driver of changes after eye opening. But
since both hemispheres are undergoing developmental refinement, the input provided
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by these projections is likely to change functionally and could differentially influence
or facilitate binocular responses over development.

Inhibition While the main focus is often on the excitatory drive that neurons re-
ceive, inhibitory input is also important to consider. Inhibition has been shown to play
a critical role in shaping cortical activity and plasticity [240, 241, 242, 243]. While
it was initially thought that inhibition would contribute to orientation selectivity by
signaling for non-preferred orientation, inhibition is cotuned in orientation space to the
excitatory input to a cell (cat: [244], mouse: [245], ferret: [246]. As such, inhibition
has been regarded as an important mechanism of stabilizing recurrent cortical network
activity [247, 248]. It does however contribute to direction selectivity by altering the
excitation/inhibition balance for the null (non-preferred) direction [246].

Before visual experience, inhibitory neurons in the ferret exhibit spontaneous ac-
tivity that is modular, similar to excitatory networks at this stage [249]. Yet, during
evoked activity with drifting gratings, inhibitory neurons display non-modular, uni-
form and unselective activity [250]. While evoked activity patterns of inhibitory neu-
rons become modular independent of visual experience, the development of orientation
selectivity of inhibitory neurons is experience-dependent. In contrast to these findings
in the ferret, inhibitory neurons in mouse V1 were found to become less orientation
selective with visual experience [251].

The precise function of inhbitory neurons may not only vary across development
and species, but also across inhibitory subtypes [241, 252, 253]. Moreover, where
inhibitory neurons synapse onto excitatory neurons can have implication for the post-
synaptic neurons integration of signals [254]. Unfortunately, studying not only the
summed inhibitory input, but the function and spatial organization of individual in-
hibitory synapses onto excitatory neurons has proven difficult. Recent developments in
detection of the primary inhibitory neurostransmitter γ-Aminobutyric acid (GABA)
still lack the sensitivity and spatial resolution for measuring the synaptic architecture
of inhibitory inputs [255].

Given these technical challenges and limited knowledge on inhibition, its role in
binocular alignment is unknown and remains to be explored.

Developmental structural changes of neurons in L2/3 We still lack a good
understanding on the relative proportion and influence that synaptic inputs from one
source over another have in the mature state as well as during development. The rela-
tive contribution from feedforward, recurrent, feedback, callosal, and inhibitory inputs
may change over development and thereby alter the synaptic composition and the
somatic output of a L2/3 neuron. We can only make educated guesses in this regard
from various studies that assess connectivity and functional properties. Feedback and
callosal inputs appear to be mostly developed and refined by the time of eye opening
again, only undergoing small changes. In contrast, the increase in horizontal connec-
tivity suggests that recurrent connections may become increasingly influential [33, 35].
A qualitative study by Zervas and Walkley (1999) [256] on dendrite morphology in the
ferret cortex (but not V1) describes a continued increase in basal branch complexity
from p28 to p35 and states that L2/3 neurons reach their peak spine density by p35.
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The increase in axon and dendrite length, as well as spine density, and structural
changes of dendritic spines, have been observed in many species and brain areas (hu-
man: [257, 258], primate: [259, 260], cat: [261], ferret: [121, 256, 262], mouse: [263,
264, 265]). Importantly, these changes continue over weeks, months and years, starting
before birth and extending past the onset of sensory experience. Repeatedly, neuronal
activity has been shown to promote structural changes at various scales and structural
plasticity is now considered to be the key mechanism for learning and memory [265,
266, 267, 268, 269, 270]. Thus, the synaptic weight as well as total numbers of inputs
could change drastically and be involved in driving increased binocular alignment.

1.6. Functional two-photon imaging

How can we probe the role of synaptic inputs in driving somatic responses that are
binocularly aligned? Electrophysiology has been a major driving force in neuroscience
by enabling recording of neuronal activity at high temporal resolution [271]. Partic-
ularly, whole cell recordings have provided key insights into the relationship between
sub-threshold inputs and supra-threshold outputs of a single neuron [272, 273]. How-
ever, whole-cell recordings reveal only the summed activity of all synaptic inputs at
the level of the soma, and therefore cannot be used to study how individual synaptic
inputs along the dendritic tree contribute to the neuron’s activity. With the advent
of in-vivo two-photon calcium imaging in dendritic spines, it has become possible to
probe the functional properties of individual excitatory synaptic inputs arriving at a
given cell.

1.6.1. Calcium Imaging

Functional optical imaging exploits optical changes in the brain induced by neuronal
activity to deduce neuronal responses [274, 275, 276, 277] . While the temporal reso-
lution is lower compared to electrophysiology, the advantage of functional imaging lies
in the measurement of the time evolution of neuronal activity in relation to spatial
organization of relevant structures. Fluorescence offers an excellent choice of optical
mechanism to probe the brain due to its high sensitivity and specificity. In in-vivo
fluorescence microscopy, fluorophores are introduced into the brain whose photon emis-
sion increases or decreases with neuronal activity. One type of fluorescence imaging
that has evolved dramatically due to the advancements in molecular sensor develop-
ment is calcium (Ca2+) imaging. It is a powerful technique, because calcium ions are
a key secondary messenger in many cell types, including neurons. Depolarization of
the cell membrane triggers Ca2+ influx into the cell, thereby making the intracellular
Ca2+ concentration a proxy for neuronal activity. Genetically encoded calcium indi-
cators (GECIs) have become the most popular means for visualizing calcium. The
most famous example is the engineered protein complex GCaMP [45]. It consists of
three key domains: (i) the green fluorescent protein (GFP), (ii) the calcium-binding
domain Calmodulin (CaM), and (iii) a peptide sequence that links them together. In
a nutshell, when Ca2+ binds to GCaMP, it undergoes a conformational change that
increases its photon emission (fluorescence) that can be detected via a microscope.
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Thus, imaged increases in GCaMP fluorescence in labeled neurons represent increases
in Ca2+ concentration and are interpreted as increases in neuronal activity. Continu-
ous efforts in sensor development have improved the signal-to-noise ratio and temporal
dynamics of GECIs which has ultimately contributed to its popularity.
Ca2+ imaging need not to be limited to the activity of a whole neuron but can also

be used to record activity at the level of an individual synapse [275, 276]. At the
classical chemical excitatory synapse, presynaptic release of glutamate into the synap-
tic cleft elicits a series of reactions at the postsynaptic site [68]. Initially, glutamate
binds to postsynaptic α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA)
receptors, triggering the influx of Na+ ions. The fast depolarization of the postsy-
naptic membrane induced by Na+ influx releases the Magnesium block on the N-
methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. NMDA receptors then induce further ion
influx including Ca2+, thereby causing increased intracellular Ca2+ concentration at
the postsynaptic spine. With calcium sensors like GCaMP even such local changes in
Ca2+ levels can be detected which forms the basis of functional spine imaging.

1.6.2. Two-photon microscopy

The small size of dendritic spines (a few micrometers in length and width) necessitates
an imaging modality with high spatial resolution. Furthermore, the imaging technique
must also provide high signal/background contrast few hundred microns deep into the
brain, which is a highly scattering tissue. Therefore, for recording Ca2+ activity in
dendritic spines, another technological advancement in the field of imaging has been
crucial. The advent of two-photon microscopy enabled high-resolution fluorescence
imaging deep into the cortex [44]. In two-photon imaging, excitation light with half
the excitation energy of the fluorophore (e.g., the GFP in GCaMP) - and thus twice
the wavelength – is used. Simultaneous absorption of two photons is required to excite
the fluorophore – a process that relies heavily on the precise timing of two incoming
photons. Laser pulses focused at one point in 3D maximize the probability of this
process in a very restricted spatial zone. Any observed emitted photons are thus
likely emitted from the precise focal plane of the laser beam. The emitted photons
are then amplified in a photon-multiplier-tube (PMT) for the readout. Therefore, the
rare process of two-photon excitation allows for higher spatial resolution especially in z
(the depth) dimension compared to classical, one photon microscopy. Beyond increased
spatial resolution, two-photon microscopy has the additional benefit of reduced light
scattering due to the use of longer wavelength excitation beams, which allow imaging
deeper into the tissue, up to 450 µm [278, 279, 280].

1.6.3. Challenges and insights of functional spine imaging

The combination of two-photon microscopy and functional calcium imaging is a pow-
erful approach to visualize not only excitatory synaptic activity in single trials but
also the spatial arrangement of inputs and their properties within the dendritic tree
(“functional synaptic architecture”) [46, 281, 282, 283]. However, there are some chal-
lenges associated with this approach. First, to acquire high-quality data for spines,
it is important to get sufficiently sparse labeling of neurons with the fluorophore to
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keep background activity low and improve the signal-to-background ratio, while at the
same time achieving high fluorophore concentrations within the neuron being imaged.
Genetic tools such as the Cre-Flex system allow delivery of large amounts of Flexed
GCaMP whose expression is dependent on Cre [284, 285]. The Cre gene can be de-
livered in very small amounts and thus limit the number of neurons that express Cre,
which in turn allows for the strong expression of GCaMP in a limited number of cells
([46], see Methods). Second, since calcium serves as a secondary messenger through-
out the neuron, dendritic events involving calcium increase, such as back-propagating
action potentials, may contaminate dendritic spine events [276, 277]. To avoid this,
one can decrease the overall neuronal drive by reducing stimulus intensity, for exam-
ple by reducing the contrast of the stimulus. Moreover, post-experimental analysis
tools such as regressing out dendritic signals can help isolate the spine signals (see
Methods). Third, it is important to note that calcium imaging in dendritic spines is
not an exhaustive assessment of synaptic activity. Subthreshold activity that does not
lead to significant intracellular calcium level increases and inhibitory synaptic activity,
both are not captured by this technique but may still constitute important signaling
in a neuron. Lastly, the fluoresence at the dendritic spines generally does not linearly
scale with the input amplitude, making the strenght of the synaptic signal difficult to
estimate [276, 286].
Despite these limitations and challenges, understanding the excitatory drive arriv-

ing at the dendritic spines has led and will continue to lead to important insights.
For instance, previous work has shown that the combined synaptic input (“synaptic
aggregate”) to a cell predicts somatic orientation preference (mouse: [281, 287], fer-
ret: [46]). Remarkably, a post-hoc study correlating in-vivo responses with post-hoc
electron microscopy to link structure and function of dendritic spines, revealed that
inputs with similar orientation preference as the soma did not exhibit larger synaptic
weight, as would be expected from functional plasticity mechanisms such as long term
potentiation (LTP) [288]. Instead, the numbers of active inputs for a given orientation
are a good predictor of somatic preference. This study highlights how powerful sam-
pling dendritic spine properties can be for predicting somatic output. Furthermore,
the spatial arrangement of synaptic inputs at various spatial scales and its implications
for subcellular computations have been described. In the mouse, spines with receptive
fields further away from the somatic receptive field are biased to be on higher-order
branches and thus anatomically further away from the soma [287], which might weaken
their effect on depolarization of the membrane at the soma [289] unless compensatory
mechanisms are at play [290]. In the ferret, while the summed input tuning predicted
somatic orientation preference, the frequency of branches with low circular dispersion
(low diversity of orientation preference of their synaptic inputs) predicts somatic ori-
entation selectivity [46]. Beyond this branch homogeneity, no organizational principle
with respect to soma distance or whether a spine is located on an apical or basal branch
has been reported. But on a smaller scale (<10 µm), inputs exhibit functional clus-
tering: nearby spines exhibit increased tuning and trial-by-trial correlation [287, 291].
As spatial clustering appears to be reserved for spines with low synaptic weight [288],
these inputs may employ local coactivity to induce non-linear dendritic integration
effects to exert an increased, disproportionate impact on somatic activity [292, 293].
In sum, in-vivo functional imaging of dendritic spines can help understand how single
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cells integrate their various excitatory synaptic inputs to generate somatic responses
and what computations may be involved in this integration process.
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2. The synaptic basis of binocular
alignment in visually
experienced animals

2.1. Summary of publication

The primary visual cortex (V1) of carnivores and primates is the first major place of
convergence of eye-specific inputs. In V1 of visually experienced animals, most neurons
are binocular (they can be driven by either eye) and exhibit high degrees of binocular
alignment, i.e., their responses to oriented gratings are similar for right and left eye
stimulation [1, 2, 4, 6, 7]. How these aligned responses are supported by synaptic
inputs to individual neurons has remained unknown. A prevailing hypothesis for how
binocular responses are shaped is monocular convergence. It proposes that monocu-
lar input streams from each eye converge on single neurons, and Hebbian plasticity
mechanisms result in functional alignment of these two [29, 30, 31]. However, this idea
neglects that cortical neurons are embedded in intracortical and recurrent, binocular
networks, which could also contribute to binocular responses and their alignment [37,
39, 40, 41, 42, 93, 159, 294]. Previous studies have assessed binocular response prop-
erties from the network to the cellular level but have not been able to disentangle the
relative contribution of individual monocular and binocular inputs [4, 5, 6, 203].

To address the role of excitatory synaptic inputs in driving binocularly aligned so-
matic responses, we used two-photon calcium imaging of dendritic spines in pyramidal
layer 2/3 (L2/3) neurons of ferret V1. We measured postsynaptic and respective so-
matic responses to oriented gratings presented to the right and left eye separately.

We find that individual neurons receive a combination of monocular and binocular
synaptic inputs. Within the binocular group, inputs exhibit a broad range of contra-
ipsi tuning correlation (“congruency”). Those with high similarity in orientation tun-
ing for both eyes (“congruent”) are also highly orientation selective and closely match
somatic orientation preference. Consequently, this input population provides highly
specific, binocularly aligned input, making it a prime candidate to support binocu-
larly aligned somatic responses. In contrast, monocular inputs alone cannot support
binocular alignment. Specifically, monocular ipsi inputs are less matched to somatic
output than monocular contra inputs, suggesting monocular convergence is not driv-
ing similar orientation preference for each eye in these neurons. However, functionally
well-suited, binocular congruent spines constitute only around 1/3 of inputs, raising
the question of how this subclass can drive somatic output.

To test whether binocular congruent inputs exhibit more synaptic strength, which
could increase their contribution to somatic output, we used correlative light and
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electron microscopy [295]. A subset of cells and spines that has been imaged and func-
tionally characterized in-vivo was reconstructed post-hoc with electron microscopy,
and proxies of synaptic strength were measured. Notably, we find no differences
across input classes that would support biases in synaptic strength favoring binoc-
ular congruent spines. Instead, trial-by-trial simulations of synaptic events revealed
that binocular congruent inputs exhibit strength in numbers of spines active: In trials
where many spines are active, and a large fraction of them is binocular congruent,
the total synaptic aggregate shows stronger binocular alignment between eyes and to
the soma. We conclude that binocular congruent inputs may exert a disproportionate
impact by their selective and reliable recruitment at the somatic preferred orientation,
and this modulatory signal is further enhanced by the co-activation of monocular and
noncongruent inputs. This led us to test whether cells with more binocular inputs
congruent converging onto them are more aligned. Indeed, the relative proportion of
binocular congruent inputs per cell predicts somatic congruency, further highlighting
the importance of numbers, not strength. Markedly, the proportions of monocular
inputs are uncorrelated with somatic congruency.
Altogether, our results show that at this stage of binocular processing, binocularly

aligned responses are due to biases in the presynaptic binocular network rather than
the monocular network.

The contributions to this publication from myself and the other authors are as fol-
lows. Co-first author Benjamin Scholl set up in-vivo spine imaging in the ferret and
together we conceived the experiments described above. The two of us conducted
the experiments together and performed the data analysis for all parts of the study
except for the ultrastructure analysis. The ultrastructural study was conceived by Ben-
jamin Scholl and conducted in collaboration with the Electron-Microscopy core team
of Melissa Ryan, Connon Thomas, and Naomi Kamasawa. Together with Benjamin
Scholl and David Fitzpatrick, I contributed to the first draft and multiple revisions
that included feedback from the other authors. The work was conducted under the
supervision of Naomi Kamasawa and David Fitzpatrick.

Reference:
[296] Benjamin Scholl*, Clara Tepohl*, Melissa A. Ryan, Connon I. Thomas, Naomi

Kamasawa, David Fitzpatrick. ”A binocular synaptic network supports interocular re-
sponse alignment in visual cortical neurons”. In: Neuron 110.9 (2022). 1573–1584.e4.
Copyright Elsevier. DOI: 10.1016/j.neuron.2022.01.023.

* authors contributed equally

The full publication can be found in A.1.
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3. The synaptic basis of binocular
alignment in visually näıve
animals

3.1. Introduction

Neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) are combining signals from the right and left eye
for a coherent binocular percept [1, 2, 4, 5, 25]. Without substantial visual experience,
neurons display diverse degrees of response alignment between both eyes but with
visual experience, the responses become increasingly similar, i.e., aligned. The previous
chapter has highlighted a critical role of binocular inputs, especially those that exhibit
similar responses to each eye (“congruent”) in driving aligned response in experienced
animals by strongly influencing somatic contra and ipsi eye responses (see Chapter
2). How in visually näıve animals neuronal responses with more diverse degrees of
alignment are generated from synaptic inputs has remained unclear but could help
to uncover synaptic changes that occur with visual experience and an increase of
binocular alignment.

Data in visual layer 2/3 (L2/3) neurons from experienced ferrets suggests a critical
role of binocular synaptic inputs whereas the convergence of monocular inputs could
not explain the high levels of somatic alignment (see Chapter 2)). Monocular conver-
gence could be underlying binocular responses earlier in development, when somatic
responses display lower levels of alignment. The increase of binocular alignment with
visual experience would then be a result of the binocular network substituting the
monocular networks. Alternatively, an immature binocular network may be present
and drive somatic binocular alignment, but not achieve as good alignment as in the
experienced state. The maturation of the binocular network would then lead to better
somatic alignment. Anatomically, horizontal connections in L2/3 of ferret V1, consid-
ered a main contributor of binocular inputs, are present yet not as extensive at eye
opening raising the question of how frequent and relevant the binocular network may
be prior to visual experience [33, 35, 36, 37]. Functionally, visual cortex, and more
specifically L2/3 neurons, are not only less binocularly aligned but also less orienta-
tion selective [4, 160, 163, 297] prior to visual experience which could further affect
the functional properties of synaptic inputs and their impact on somatic tuning.

In short, it has remained unclear what the functional properties of dendritic spines
are and how they support the somatic response prior to visual experience. Addressing
this knowledge gap could not only elucidate the synaptic basis of the visually näıve
state of cortex but could also expose changes in the functional synaptic architecture
that develop with visual experience and improved binocular alignment.
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Here we use in-vivo two photon calcium imaging of pyramidal neurons and their
dendritic spines in L2/3 of V1 in ferrets without prior visual experience. We find
that binocular neurons already receive monocular and binocular inputs, but binocular
inputs are less congruent than those in experienced animals. Paralleling results in the
experienced animal, the median congruency of binocular predicts somatic congruency,
albeit lower levels of it. An increase of binocular, particularly congruent, inputs is likely
to drive the improved binocular alignment of neurons after eye opening. Structural
plasticity, such as the stark increase in spine density that we observed, could be a
substrate for boosting this input population.

When measuring spine-soma mismatch of orientation preference as a proxy for how
much somatic output is supported by individual inputs, increasing numbers of binoc-
ular congruent inputs appear to transform particularly the ipsi response.

In the näıve animals, all synaptic ipsi eye inputs appear to loosely match and thus
contribute to the somatic ipsi preference, whereas after eye opening, binocular con-
gruent spines are the main inputs to support the output ipsi eye preference. The
relative reduction of binocular congruent inputs in the näıve could allow for their im-
pact being outweighed by binocular noncongruent and monocular ipsi inputs resulting
in less alignment. In contrast, for the somatic contra response, binocular congruent
and monocular contra inputs are a provider of specific, supporting drive throughout
development. This eye-specific distinction highlights a biased contribution of binocu-
lar congruent inputs to näıve somatic contra over ipsi eye responses but also distinct
developmental changes for each eye. The data suggest that the somatic ipsi eye pref-
erence may change more than the contra one in order to achieve aligned responses and
this ipsi change is largely ascribed to an increasingly dominating binocular congruent
input network.

In sum, the binocular input network is driving somatic binocular responses even prior
to visual experience. However, it is immature in its congruency which is associated with
lower somatic congruency at this stage. In combination with data from experienced
animals we conclude that the maturation and growth of the binocular input network
remodels the somatic ipsi eye response to achieve better binocular alignment following
eye opening.

3.2. Methods

Experimental Model and Subject Details

All procedures were performed according to NIH guidelines and approved by the Insti-
tutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Max Planck Florida Institute for Neuro-
science. This study used exclusively female ferrets (Mustelidae putorius furo, Marshall
Farms). Animals underwent survival injections at ages postnatal day p9-p21 and acute
terminal experiments at ages p28-p36. Animals were housed in a 12 h light/8 h dark
cycle in a vivarium. No a priori sample size estimation was performed, but sample
sizes are similar to other studies which performed in-vivo two-photon imaging.
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Method Details

The experiments followed closely the study of Scholl, Tepohl et al.(2022) [296] with
only a few exceptions. The main difference is that animals were younger when un-
dergoing the procedures and had not naturally opened their eyes until the day of the
imaging.

Viral injections

Female ferrets (n = 19) at ages p9-p21 were anesthetized with isofluorane delivered
in O2. Atropine and a 1:1 mixture of lidocaine and bupivacaine or lidocaine and
ropivacaine was given subcutaneously (SQ). The animal’s heat rate, respiratory rate,
and internal temperature was monitored and maintained within physiological limits.
Under sterile surgical conditions, an incision was made over the visual cortex. One to
three craniotomies over the posterior part of the lateral gyrus were made and a mixture
of diluted AAV1.hSyn.Cre (1:40,000-1:100,000) and AAV1.Syn.FLEX.GCaMP6s (Ad-
dgene, 100842-AAV1) was injected through beveled glass micropipettes of 10-30 µm
diameter at several depths up to 600µm below the pia. In total, up to 30 µL were
injected in one hemisphere. The craniotomy was filled with sterile agarose (type IIIa,
Sigma-Aldrich) and the overlying fascia and skin sutured together. Animals received
metacam 2 days post-operative and in some cases baytril for 5 days to manage infection
and inflammation.

Cranial window

After 15-21 days of expression, the acute terminal experiment took place. Anesthesia
was induced with Ketamine (12.5mg/kg, intramuscular) and Isoflurane. Atropine and
a 1:1 mixture of lidocaine and bupivacaine or lidocaine and ropivacaine was given
SQ. The animal’s heat rate, respiratory rate, endtidal CO2, external and internal
temperature was monitored and maintained within physiological limits. Intubation
or tracheotomy allowed for artificial respiration and an intravenous catheter allowed
for delivery of fluids. Isoflurane was delivered throughout the procedure to maintain
a surgical plane of anesthesia. An incision was made and the scalp retracted. A
custom titanium head plate was attached to the skull (Metabond, Parkell) above
the visual cortex. A craniotomy was performed and the dura retracted. A stack
of cover glasses (5mm diameter, 0.7mm thickness, Warner Instruments) attached
to a larger coverglass (8mm diameter, 0.7mm thickness, Warner Instruments) held
together with optical adhesive (71, Norland Products) was inserted into the well. The
thickness of the stack was chosen so that mild but sufficient pressure was exerted on
the brain to reduce biological motion during imaging. The eyes were opened manually
for the first time. To dilate the pupils and retract the nictitating membranes, a 1:1
mixture of tropicamide ophthalmic solution (Akorn) and phenylephrine hydrochloride
ophthalmic solution (Akorn) was applied to both eyes. Silicon oil was applied at the
beginning and throughout the experiment to avoid drying out of the eyes. After the
surgical procedure, isoflurane was reduced gradually and pancuronium (0.3mg/kg/h)
was delivered intravenously.
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Visual Stimuli

Visual stimuli were generated using Psychopy (Peirce, 2007) and displayed on a mon-
itor 25 cm away from the animal. For each soma and dendritic segment, square-wave
drifting gratings were presented at 22.5◦ increments to each eye independently (1.5-2
second duration, 1-2 second inter-stimulus-intervals, 6-10 trials for each field of view).
Automated eye-shutters for each eye controlled by an Arduino allowed to randomly
interleave stimulation of the right an left eye.

Two-photon imaging

For two-photon imaging, a Bergamo II microscope (Thorlabs) controlled by Scanimage
(Vidrio Technologies) [298] was used. An Insight DS+ (Spectraphysics) delivered
dispersion-compensated excitation light at 940 nm. The power out of the objective was
limited to less than 40mW. Cells were selected for imaging based on their expression
levels and responsiveness to visual stimuli. Images of 512-by-512 pixel resolution were
collected at 30Hz using bidirectional scanning. Somatic imaging was done with a
resolution of 1.54-11.78 pixels/µm and spine imaging with a resolution of 6.14-13.31
pixels/µm.

Two-photon imaging analysis

Images were corrected for in-plan motion with a 2D cross-correlation based approach
in MATLAB. If the registration was not successful or motion along the z-axis was
detected, the imaging data was excluded. ROIs (region of interest) were drawn in
Fiji [299]. Spine and soma ROIs were fit with custom software (Cell Magic Wand,
github.com/fitzlab/CellMagicWand), dendritic ROIs spanned contiguous dendritic seg-
ments. Mean pixel values over time were extracted using MATLAB. For computing
∆F/Fo, a time-averaged median filter was used to determine Fo.
For a subset of cells (n = 7/29), the somatic response was unreliable and an ROI of a

dendrite was used instead. The ∆F/Fo traces were aligned to the stimuli triggers sent
by Psychopy and recorded by Spike2. As done previously [46, 296], a scaled version
of the dendritc signal was subtracted from the spine signal to remove contamination
from back-propagating action potentials. Functional responses of dendritic spines were
unrelated to the degree of residual correlation with dendritic activity.
Peak ∆F/Fo responses to bars and gratings were computed using the Fourier analy-

sis to calculate mean and modulation amplitudes for each stimulus presentation, which
were summed together. Spines qualified as responsive and were included in the analy-
sis if: (1) the mean peak ∆F/Fo for any stimulus was > 20 % ∆F/Fo , (2) the SNR for
the same stimulus was > 1, (3) and spines were weakly correlated with the dendritic
signal (Spearman’s correlation, r < 0.4). All 3 criteria had to be met to qualify as
responsive. This set of criteria was used for each eye condition separately to determine
the ocular dominance class of each spine and soma. Specifically, if these criteria were
passed for stimuli presented only to the contralateral eye (monocular contra), stimuli
presented only to the ipsilateral eye (monocular ipsi), or for both (binocular). For
binocular spines, congruency was computed as the Pearson’s correlation (MATLAB)
between mean responses driven by contralateral and ipsilateral stimulation.
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Some spine traces contained negative events after subtraction of the regressed den-
dritic signal, so response properties were computed ignoring negative ∆F/Fo values.
For evaluating orientation preference and orientation selectivity, we computed the vec-
tor sum across all stimulus direction, weighted by the mean response amplitude.

r =
∑
k

R(θk)exp(2iθk) (3.1)

Where θk are the k = 16 angles displayed, and R(θk) is the mean response for each
angle condition. The orientation selectivity (OS) was computed from the normalized
vector length of the vector sum.

OS = ∥r∥ =

∥∥∥∥∥∑
k

R(θk)exp(2iθk)

R(θk)

∥∥∥∥∥ (3.2)

For responses of OS > 0.1, the preferred orientation was taken as the angle of the
vector sum.

θpref = arg(r) = tan−1 real(r)

im(r)
(3.3)

Quantification and Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses are described in the main text. To avoid assumptions about the
distributions of the data and because many of our measurement are bound, we used
non-parametric statistical analyses (Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test, Wilcoxon’s rank sum
test, circular Kruskal-Wallis test) or permutation tests. Quantitative approaches were
not used to determine if the data met the assumptions of the parametric tests. Cor-
relation coefficients r were computed with circular-linear correlation or Spearman’s
correlation. All correlation significance tests were one-sided unless specified otherwise.
All statistical analysis was performed in MATLAB.

Airyscan imaging

After perfusion, the brain was cut tangentially to the surface into slices of 50-80 um
thickness. Apical and basal branches of neurons in superficial layers were imaged on
a ZEISS LSM 980 with Airyscan 2. The Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 63x/NA=1.4 Oil
DIC M27 objective or the Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 20x/NA=0.8 M27 objective was
used. Acquisition parameters were Nyquist optimized for most images and z-stacks
were collected with a step size of 0.17−0.39 µm. Pixel size under the 63x objective
was 0.043µm and under the 20x objective 0.08−0.104 µm. Dendrites were traced with
SNT [300] and spines were selected manually. Spine density ρspines was computed per
dendritic segment:

ρspines =
#spines

dendriticlength
(3.4)
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3. The synaptic basis of binocular alignment in visually näıve animals

3.3. Results

To address how synaptic inputs contribute to binocular responses in L2/3 of näıve
ferret V1, we used in-vivo two-photon calcium imaging of dendritic spines and the
respective soma. All ferrets included in this study had no prior visual experience
and eyes were opened shortly before the start of the experiment. To compare results
across development, we used data from experienced animals that has been published
and summarized in the previous chapter (Chapter 2, A.1, [296]). For consistency,
the data from experienced animals was put through the same analysis and inclusion
criterion as data from näıve animals, leading to slight quantitative but not qualitative
differences with the analyses in the previous chapter.

We first imaged somatic responses to visual stimuli and if the soma appeared vi-
sually responsive to both eyes, we proceeded to serially image dendritic spines. We
interleaved presentation of drifting gratings to the right and left eye. We measured
responsiveness and orientation tuning for each eye independently for somata and den-
dritic spines. While some neurons responded exclusively to one eye, we specifically
targeted binocularly responsive neurons for this study. In total, we imaged 25 binoc-
ularly responsive cells and 1173 spines responsive for at least one eye (see Methods).
Imaging was biased to more superficial branches so that 82% of responsive spines were
located on apical branches.

We first characterized the response properties of the neurons imaged in näıve ani-
mals. As we are studying binocular alignment specifically in the context of orientation
tuning, we first measured the orientation selectivity. By computing orientation selec-
tivity (OS, using normalized circular vector length, see Methods) we find that näıve
neurons display weaker orientation selectivity than neurons in experienced animals,
consistent with the literature (Fig.3.1a-b; one-sided rank sum test näıve vs. experi-
enced; contra: p = 0.0006; ipsi: p = 0.0008, [4]). In binocular neurons with sufficient
orientation selectivity for both eyes (OS> 0.1, 19/25 neurons) we computed the contra-
ipsi mismatch of orientation preference. We find that contra-ipsi mismatch tends to be
larger in näıve than in experienced animals (Fig.3.1c; one-sided rank sum test näıve-
experienced: p = 0.06). In fact, the levels of näıve mismatch are comparable with what
had been reported in a previous study with a larger sample size of neurons (mean ±
s.e.: (here) 29.7◦ ± 5.7◦;Chang et al.(2020) [4]: 27.9◦ ± 4.2◦). The measure of orienta-
tion mismatch does not capture differences in the full orientation tuning curve such as
selectivity between the eyes. To include such potential differences we also computed
the contra-ipsi tuning correlation (“congruency”, see Methods). High congruency is
associated with strong tuning similarities between the eyes. Neurons exhibit a broad
range of congruency (median = 0.30, interquartile range (IQR) = 0.80) but overall
lower than that seen in neurons from experienced animals (Fig.3.1d; median = 0.55,
IQR = 0.38, one-sided rank sum test p = 0.05). Congruency and contra-ipsi mismatch
are highly correlated (rC−I = −0.8, p < 0.0001 for both developmental groups), but
in the following we use congruency as the more encompassing measure for binocular
alignment. For consistency across the study, which for some analyses requires somatic
preference, we include only binocularly selective neurons going forward (19/25 cells,
997 responsive spines). Importantly, none of the results were qualitatively affected by
this criterion.
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Figure 3.1.: Neurons of L2/3 neurons in näıve ferret V1 display immature ori-
entation selectivity and binocular alignment
(a-b) Cumulative distribution plots of orientation selectivity (OS) of somatic responses to
contralateral (a) and ipsilateral (b) stimulation of binocular neurons in visually näıve and
experienced animals. (c) Cumulative distribution plots of orientation preference mismatch
between contra and ipsi responses (C-I mismatch). Only for binocular neurons with an
OS> 0.1 for contra and ipsi orientation preference and C-I mismatch was computed. (d)
Cumulative distribution plot of somatic response congruency (contra-ipsi tuning correlation,
see Methods). All tests are one-sided Wilcoxon’s rank sum tests
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3. The synaptic basis of binocular alignment in visually näıve animals

3.3.1. What is the role of monocular and binocular inputs in
driving binocluar alignment in näıve animals?

Given the diverse yet immature levels of alignment at the cellular level, we wondered
which synaptic input populations contribute to the initial binocular response. Given
the predominant role of the binocular inputs and specifically of binocular congruent
spines in the experienced animals, we wanted to test if a similar relationship would
hold in the näıve, inexperienced visual cortex.

Inputs to neurons in näıve V1 exhibit ocular class diversity

First, we determined the proportion of monocular and binocular synaptic inputs avail-
able to layer 2/3 neurons at eye opening. For each spine, we assessed whether a
significant response (see Methods) could be elicited by visual stimulation through the
contralateral eye only (monocular contra), the ipsilateral eye only (monocular ipsi),
or both eyes (binocular). We refer to this property as “ocular class” and examples for
each class are shown in Fig.3.2b-c).

Prior to the onset of experience, spines are already diverse with respect to their
ocular class, and this holds true at the level of input populations to single cells (see
Fig.3.2d-e). Each binocularly responsive cell, except for one cell where only 20 spines
were sampled, receives inputs from each ocular class, suggesting all three input sub-
populations may contribute to somatic output. When considering the proportion of
spines from each ocular class across cells, a dominant role of the binocular network be-
comes apparent. For both, contra, and ipsi eye stimulation, binocular inputs are more
numerous than the respective monocular inputs (mean ± s.d.: binocular 56 ± 17%,
monocular contra: 28± 15%, monocular ipsi: 16± 11%).

In comparison with data from experienced animals, the balance of monocular and
binocular inputs is marginally shifting after experience, with binocular inputs tending
to become more frequent (mean ± s.d., rank sum test; binocular: (experienced) 65±
12%, p = 0.04; monocular contra: (experienced) 23 ± 11%, p = 0.15; monocular ipsi:
(experienced) 13±10%, p = 0.14). Therefore, over development, binocular inputs may
increase their impact on the somatic response.

To summarize, the data suggest that in visually näıve cortex, as in the experienced
cortex, both monocular and binocular networks can contribute to binocular responses.
Yet, consistently across development, the majority of the signals conveyed during
monocular stimulation is conveyed by binocular afferents, which suggests that the
binocular presynaptic network exerts a greater influence than monocular presynaptic
network on somatic output.

Näıve binocular inputs exhibit diverse but low degrees of congruency

With the binocular network providing a substantial number of inputs, we next quanti-
fied how similar the input delivered by binocular spines is between eyes. We measured
their degree of congruency and find that binocular spines cover a wide range of con-
gruency values (Fig.3.3a; median = 0.20; inter-quartile range (IQR) = 0.65; n = 558).
On average, congruency is above chance (mean ± s.d. congruency of randomized shift
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Figure 3.2.: Functional two-photon spine imaging in näıve ferret V1 reveals oc-
ular class diversity
(a) Sparse labeling of neurons with GCaMP6s. Standard deviation projection of in-vivo
images of a soma (top, z-projection) and subset of its dendritic branches with spines (bot-
tom, time-projection of 1000 frames). Scale bars are 50 um (top, soma) and 5 um (bottom,
branches) (b) Responses of three example spines belonging to the cell in (a) to drifting grat-
ings presented to the contra and ipsi eye. Shown is the mean (black) and standard deviation
(gray) across 2.5 seconds for each stimulus. The spines classify as monocular contra (spine 1),
monocular ipsi (spine 2), and binocular (spine 3). The scale bar on the right is 50%∆F/Fo

for all three spines. (c) Peak amplitude mean (black dots) and standard deviation (lines) for
the respective spines in orientation space. The preferred orientation of the soma for each eye
condition (“soma pref”) is indicated as a gray bar. (d) Proportions of all responsive spines
sampled from binocular cells for each ocular class. (e) Proportions of spines from each ocular
class for each binocularly responsive cell (n = 25). From left to right, an increasing number
of responsive spines were sampled (nmin = 13, nmax = 103). Same color code as in (d).
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3. The synaptic basis of binocular alignment in visually näıve animals

of ipsi response:0.01 ± 0.39; rank sum test: p < 0.0001, effect size: 0.4), yet lower
than that for experienced animals (Fig.3.3b; median = 0.39; IQR= 0.66; n = 3011,
rank sum test: p < 0.0001). Especially spines with congruency values close to 1 are
infrequent in the näıve state and the proportion of binocular spines of congruency
> 0.8 triples from 5.2% to 15.3%. Consequently, using the cutoff of 0.5 previously
used for experienced animals, only 25.3% (141/558) of binocular inputs classify as
congruent (rC−I > 0.5). On a cell-by-cell level, this equates to the proportion of
binocular congruent inputs increasing 2-fold after eye opening (mean ± s.d.: näıve:
14± 7%; experienced: 27± 16%; rank sum test: p = 0.0014). It is important to note
that we split the population to illustrate biases within the binocular population that
correlate with congruency, and these will become apparent later on. The precise cutoff
of 0.5 was chosen for consistency and comparability of the näıve and the experienced
state. Wherever reasonable, we provide a quantification with the continuous measure
of congruency. In short, we find that binocular inputs are substantially less congruent
and mirror the less aligned state of V1 at eye opening.
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Figure 3.3.: Congruency of binocular inputs increases after eye opening
(a) Distribution of congruency (see Methods) for all binocular spines (n = 558) in visually
näıve animals. Tuning curves above illustrate contra (blue) and ipsi (red) eye responses that
would yield the different values of congruency. Spines with congruency values > 0.5 qualify
as “congruent” (filled bars), spines with < 0.5 congruency are referred to as “noncongruent”
(open bars). Inset shows the overall proportions of spines imaged that classify as monocular
(gray), binocular noncongruent (light pink), and binocular congruent (dark purple). (b)
Same as in (a) but for binocular spines (n = 3011) in visually experienced animals.

Congruency of the binocular input network predicts somatic
congruency

While the binocular network is less congruent than in the experienced, it still provides
the majority of inputs to a cell at this early developmental stage. Thus, we wondered
whether the binocular input network plays the same role as later on where input
congruency predicts somatic congruency.
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3.3. Results

We find that, indeed, the higher the median congruency of all binocular inputs
to a cell, the more congruent the somatic response (Fig.3.4a; one-sided Spearman’s
correlation: r = 0.62, p = 0.003). In contrast, the proportion of monocular contra
and ipsi inputs did not predict somatic congruency (Fig.3.4b; two-sided Spearman
correlation: contra: r = 0.03, p = 0.89; ipsi: r = 0.33, p = 0.18). Both results
recapitulate previous findings in experienced animals (Fig.3.4c-d).

These findings provide evidence that the same principle holds across both stages of
development. Namely, the balance of binocular congruent and noncongruent inputs
predicts somatic congruency. In contrast, the number of monocular inputs does not
appear to play a crucial role. The key difference across development is the lower levels
of congruency found at the level of spines and somas, suggesting a causal relationship.
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Figure 3.4.: Congruency of binocular inputs predicts somatic congruency
(a) Relationship of the median congruency of all binocular inputs on a cell and somatic
congruency in visually näıve animals. One-sided Spearman’s correlation. (b) Relationship
between the proportion of monocular contra (blue) and monocular ipsi (red) spines converg-
ing onto a cell and somatic congruency. Each data point is from a single cell recorded in
visually näıve animals. Two-sided Spearman’s correlation. (c-d) Same as in (a-b) but for
visually experienced animals.
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Spine density increases after eye opening

How may a neuron increase its proportion of binocular congruent inputs? It could
be the results of either converting binocular noncongruent inputs to congruent ones
(presynaptic plasticity), or by increasing the number of synapses with presynaptic
binocular congruent cells (structural plasticity). Previous reports in ferret have de-
scribed increases in axonal spread following eye opening [33]. Studies in various other
species and cortical areas complement these presynaptic changes with postsynaptic
changes and report heightened dendrite and spine structural plasticity during experi-
ence driven learning [265, 266, 269, 270]. A functional bias in the addition of excitatory
synapses could be a simple yet efficient way to increase the proportion of binocular
congruent inputs.
During in-vivo imaging, dendritic branches in the näıve animal visually appeared

to have less dendritic spines compared to the experienced state. To assess this more
carefully and measure if and how much dendritic spine density increases after eye
opening, we used post-hoc airy-scan imaging of L2/3 neurons and their respective
dendrites.
Airy-scan imaging confirms that the overall density of dendritic spines increases

substantially by around 42% after eye opening (Fig.3.5; näıve: median= 0.35, IQR
= 0.15; experienced: median= 0.50, IQR = 0.38; rank sum test: p = 0.0002). Yet,
there is diversity within and across cells of the same developmental stage.
Notably, if to the above-described proportions of binocular and monocular inputs

of näıve animals only binocular inputs would be added to achieve such higher density,
the resulting proportion of binocular inputs (69%) would be close to what is found in
experienced animals (65%). Moreover, to match the proportion of binocular congruent
inputs observed in experienced animals, only around 50% of these binocular inputs
would have to be congruent. Dendrite length may also increase during this period and
could act as a multiplicative factor for the number of spines that a neuron receives. In
that case, a weaker bias for binocular (congruent) inputs would be sufficient to match
the experienced proportions. Importantly, how these changes in spine density translate
to active, functionally relevant synapses is not clear. Nevertheless, this structural
change could serve as a substrate for an increase in binocular congruent inputs. This
does not exclude the opportunity of presynaptic functional changes further boosting
input congruency.

3.3.2. How are somatic changes supported by their synaptic
inputs?

An increase in binocular congruent inputs is likely underlying the improved alignment
at the somatic level. Such an increase in numbers of one input subpopulation could
affect the relative contributions of all inputs to the somatic response.
There are other factors besides numbers that could alter the relative impact of

input subpopulations such as orientation selectivity and orientation preference variance
within a population (see Fig.A.2a), however, we find no evidence for these to be shifting
the relative contribution of different input classes over development (A.2).
Thus, we wondered whether the lower numbers of binocular congruent inputs in the
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Figure 3.5.: Post-hoc airy-scan imaging reveals spine density increase after eye
opening
(a-b) Example standard deviation images of dendritic branches from L2/3 neurons in visu-
ally näıve (a) and experienced (b) animals. Scale bars are 10 µm. (c) Cumulative distribution
plots of measure spine density for branch segments in näıve (n = 102 segments, age p28-30)
and experienced (n = 95 segments, age p38-47) animals. Wilcoxon’s rank sum test.

näıve animals could result in responses being supported by spines from other ocular
classes. Specifically, by probing the relative impact of binocular congruent inputs on
somatic output over development, we can distinguish two hypothesis about a growing
binocular congruent network may be building responses aligned between the eyes: In
one scenario, the binocular congruent inputs provide a response equally (mis)matching
somatic contra and ipsi eye response, in other words a middle ground. Increasing num-
bers of binocular congruent inputs that further support this middle ground preference,
would boost their influence and translate to a symmetric convergence of somatic contra
and ipsi preference towards the middle ground preference and improve binocular align-
ment. Alternatively, binocular congruent inputs could display asymmetric mismatch
in the näıve state and more closely match one eye than the other. With increasing
numbers of binocular congruent inputs, the somatic response more mismatched with
their input would undergo larger changes to ultimately match the binocularly aligned
preference conveyed by binocular congruent inputs. At the somatic level, orientation
preference for each eye would exhibit different orientation preference stability over
development.

Binocular congruent inputs are more specific to the somatic contra than
ipsi output

To test these two hypotheses, we examined how inputs from different ocular classes
functionally relate to the somatic output as a proxy for how much they each may
contribute to somatic contra and ipsi eye orientation preference. In particular, we
measured how closely the orientation preference of dendritic spines matches that of the
respective soma (“soma mismatch”) for the contra and ipsi eye separately (Fig.3.6a).
Spines with a similar orientation preference as the soma (highly specific) are likely
contributing to the output of the cell, whereas more mismatched (less specific) inputs
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are presumably not eliciting spiking activity when they are active. Comparing soma
mismatch for inputs from different ocular classes can give insights about how much
monocular and binocular inputs may be contributing to the somatic contra and ipsi
preference. As in our previous analysis, we only considered the orientation preference
of spine responses with OS > 0.1.

Median (IQR) Binocular Binocular Monocular
congruent noncongruent

Contralateral responses

Binocular congruent 16.0 (32.2) - p = 0.20 p = 0.24
Binocular noncongruent 19.4 (31.7) - - p = 0.003
Monocular 12.8 (21.8) - - -

Ipsilateral responses

Binocular congruent 27.1 (28.8) - p = 0.60 p = 0.93
Binocular noncongruent 23.6 (37.3) - - p = 0.08
Monocular 26.6 (47.7) - - -

Table 3.1.: Comparison of soma mismatch (in degree) across ocular classes or
dendritic spines.
All statistical tests are Wilcoxon’s rank sum test.

With respect to the somatic contra eye preference, monocular contra inputs match
best (median = 12.8◦), closely followed by binocular congruent and then noncongruent
inputs (see Table 3.1, Fig.3.6b). Binocular noncongruent inputs are statistically less
well matched to the soma than monocular contra inputs (rank sum test: p = 0.003).
Yet, within the binocular input population soma mismatch is not correlated with their
congruency (two-sided Spearman’s correlation: r = −0.08, p = 0.13) suggesting equal
levels of specificity and impact to somatic output of all binocular, orientation selective
spines.
In contrast to the high specificity for contra eye responses, ipsi eye responses from

monocular and binocular inputs were significantly less specific to the somatic ipsi
output (contra-ipsi comparison, rank sum test: monocular: p < 0.0001, paired signed
rank test: binocular congruent: p = 0.003, binocular noncongruent: p = 0.05). Among
the three ocular classes, none exhibited higher specificity than the others (see Table
3.1) and for binocular inputs there is no correlation of congruency with mismatch
(two-sided Spearman’s correlation: r = −0.05, p = 0.42). This suggests that also the
somatic ipsi eye response is a result of all its orientation selective inputs rather than
a subset of inputs strongly affecting the output.
While soma mismatch is similar across inputs from different ocular classes, we ob-

serve a strong difference in mismatch between the eyes. The contra eye response
appears supported by a highly specific input network, whereas ipsi inputs exhibit ori-
entation preferences not as closely matched with the soma. This discrepancy in the
näıve is particularly noteworthy for the binocular congruent inputs for two reasons.
First, these inputs are per definition well aligned between eyes, but they do not gen-
erate the naïıve levels of contra-ipsi alignment observed at the soma. Instead, their
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Figure 3.6.: Binocular congruent inputs reduce soma mismatch to the ipsi eye
after eye opening
(a) Specificity is measured as mismatch in orientation preference of a given spine and the
respective soma. (b) Cumulative distribution plots of spines’ soma mismatch for contra
(left) and ipsi (right) eye stimulation for monocular, binocular noncongruent, and binocular
congruent spines in visually näıve animals. All statistical tests are Wilcoxon’s rank sum
test. (c-d) Cumulative distribution plots of soma mismatch for spines from different ocular
classes in näıve and experienced animals for the contra (c) and ipsi (d) eye.
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3. The synaptic basis of binocular alignment in visually näıve animals

influence may be outweighed by other ipsi-responsive inputs resulting in somatic mis-
alignment. Second, in experienced animals, this asymmetry is very small and binocular
congruent inputs match contra and ipsi eye somatic preference closely (median mis-
match: contra: 12.2◦; ipsi: 12.6◦, rank sum test: contra vs. ipsi: p = 0.06, effect size
= −0.05) indicative of their role in driving an ipsi eye response of the soma that is
aligned to the contra eye response. This developmental difference in ipsi specificity,
exclusively for the binocular congruent, has an important implication: which synaptic
subpopulations most strongly supports the ipsi eye response changes. Namely, the
ipsi response becomes increasingly supported by matching binocular congruent inputs
(Fig.3.6d; binocular congruent median mismatch for ipsi: näıve: 27.1◦; experienced:
12.6◦; rank sum test: p < 0.0001). On the other hand, the synaptic subpopulations
underlying the contra response remain largely the same, yet binocular congruent in-
puts marginally improve their specificity (Fig.3.6c; binocular congruent mismatch for
contra: näıve: 16.0◦; experienced: 12.2◦; rank sum test: p = 0.04). This distinction in
development between the eyes could be a signature of the different degree of stability
for somatic contra and ipsi eye responses.

The decrease in mismatch between soma and binocular congruent inputs for the ipsi
eye could happen via two ways: 1) binocular congruent inputs shift their preference
towards the somatic ipsi eye output or 2) somatic output shifts towards the prefer-
ence conveyed by the binocular congruent input population. The data suggest that
over development, binocular congruent inputs do not sacrifice their contra specificity
to match ipsi eye output. At the same time, somatic contra-ipsi mismatch decreases
(median mismatch: näıve: 22.4◦; experienced: 14.8◦). These two findings combined
make the hypothesis of the soma shifting towards binocular congruent preference the
more likely dominant developmental trajectory. In this scenario, the contra eye pref-
erence of a neuron and its input population could serve as an anchor or instructor
to which the ipsi response is aligned. In other words, alignment could be viewed as
the reshaping of the ipsi eye response instructed by a maturing and growing binocular
congruent network.

3.4. Discussion

Most visual cortical neurons respond to stimulation through either eye, yet prior to
visual experience, the orientation preference for each eye often differs significantly [4].
Only with visual experience, responses to each eye become increasingly similar and
thereby improve binocular orientation preference alignment. While the binocular input
network drives binocular alignment in neurons of experienced animals, the synaptic
basis for näıve responses has remained unclear.

Here, we investigated the properties of the dendritic spines of individual L2/3 neu-
rons in V1 of visually näıve ferrets to establish the state of binocular and monocular
synaptic inputs to individual neurons prior to the onset of experience. By comparing
the synaptic organization in visually näıve and experienced animals we hoped to gain
new insights into the synaptic changes that lead to improved binocular alignment after
eye opening.

We find that in näıve animals, individual neurons receive monocular (only respond-
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ing to one eye) and binocular (responding to both eyes) inputs. Binocular inputs were
marginally less frequent and overall exhibited lower congruency (contra-ipsi tuning
correlation) than in the experienced. Nevertheless, the median congruency of binoc-
ular inputs to a cell predicted somatic congruency, suggesting a consistent role of the
binocular presynaptic network in driving the degree of somatic alignment across de-
velopment. The increase in spine density that we observe after eye opening could be a
substrate for raising the numbers of binocular inputs, especially those that are highly
congruent, and thereby enhancing somatic alignment.

Furthermore, the increase in binocular congruent inputs appears likely to drive
enhanced somatic binocular alignment by altering the composition of synaptic inputs
that determine the somatic responses to the ipsilateral eye. In the näıve animal,
congruent inputs only match the somatic contra eye preference closely, but not the
ipsi eye preference. This suggests that, early on, congruent inputs mixed with all the
other synaptic inputs to the cell do not have enough weight to drive an ipsi eye somatic
response that is aligned to the contra eye. This is in contrast to later in development
when there is a greater percentage of binocular congruent spines and these inputs
closely match the somatic preference for both eyes, thereby supporting binocularly
aligned responses of the soma. Further support for the selective reorganization of the
synaptic drive contributing to the ipsilateral somatic response comes from the fact that
other input classes (monocular, binocular non-congruent) appear relatively stable in
the degree to which they match the contra and ipsilateral eye somatic responses across
development. We conclude that inputs from the binocular congruent network play a
crucial role throughout development and propose that the binocular alignment process
is predominantly the result of the ipsi eye somatic response being transformed by an
increase in synaptic inputs from the binocular congruent network.

Differences in contra and ipsi responses and their
development

We find distinct differences in the synaptic input populations underlying contra and
ipsi eye responses which could have several implications for somatic properties. So-
matic contra eye responses are supported by highly specific inputs, whereas inputs
with ipsi eye responses exhibit less specificity. Consequently, considering trial-to-trial
variability of neurons and synaptic inputs, the aggregate orientation preference may
differ across trials and so may the somatic response [46]. This would result in less
reliable and less orientation selective responses of the neuron for the ipsi eye specif-
ically. Testing how trial-by-trial activity of contra and ipsi eye responses influences
somatic tuning reliability would require sampling a large population of synaptic in-
puts and the somatic response. Technical advances allowing fast sampling in 3D of the
dendritic tree would be needed to address this. Yet, it is curious to note that across
the literature, several reports indicate that responses in V1 to the ipsi eye appear less
developed than the contra responses early in development [4, 7, 25]. Anatomically,
projections from the contra eye to ferret V1 are more pronounced than ipsi projections
[93] and accordingly, ocular dominance is biased for the contra eye [62]. With respect
to orientation selectivity a difference between the eyes is apparent as well. Orientation
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discriminability is lower for ipsi responses than for contra responses in näıve ferret V1
[4].
Distinct changes of contra and ipsi responses of neurons have also been reported

during development. In mouse V1, binocularly matched responses often achieved
by monocular, selective neurons gaining a matched response to the other eye [6].
Markedly, the added response is more frequently the ipsi eye. Similarly, in the cat,
the ipsi eye responses appear delayed in their development and increase orientation
selectivity several days later than contra eye responses. Studies on binocular align-
ment rarely probe responses to binocular stimulation, yet work in the ferret finds a
unique role of the binocular response. Binocular stimulation reveals a third response,
which is distinct from the two monocular responses and not a linear sum of both of
them [4]. Chronic wide-field imaging allowed tracking of network scale representations
of orientation and reveals that monocular representations converge towards the binoc-
ular representation, as it was found to be the most stable. Moreover, the binocular
representation, while not being a linear sum of the monocular representations, tended
to share more similarity with the contra than ipsi representation. Accordingly, the ipsi
representation tends to undergo a bigger change over development suggesting neurons
may exhibit less orientation preference stability for the ipsi than the contra eye.
In line with these findings, our data indicate that the somatic response to ipsi

stimulation is also likely to undergo a larger change than somatic response to contra
stimulation over development. Comparisons of the synaptic makeup for somatic contra
and ipsi eye responses over development, show that for the contra eye responses only
a modest change occurs while the ipsi eye response is restructured and increasingly
supported by binocular congruent inputs that align the ipsi to the contra eye response.

An efficient strategy for binocular alignment

Our data suggest that increasing numbers of binocular congruent inputs underlie im-
proved somatic alignment primarily through remodeling of the ipsi eye somatic re-
sponse. This appears to be not only a simple but also an efficient way to improve
alignment. Neurons do not need to reconstruct their entire synaptic input popula-
tions. Rather, the increase of binocular congruent inputs could be sufficient to pull the
ipsi eye response towards alignment. Monocular and binocular noncongruent inputs
would have to undergo little change, thereby minimizing energetic cost of structural
plasticity throughout the neuron. Besides this being an efficient strategy for improv-
ing alignment, it is possible that monocular ipsi and binocular noncongruent inputs
serve a function not captured by our stimulus space or question and maintaining them
could be valuable for some other reason. Assigning one subpopulation of inputs the
main role for a feature, like binocular congruent inputs for alignment, is another way
to efficiently use dendritic territory for a variety of computations performed by V1
neurons.

Potential origins of näıve levels of congruency

While the binocular input network is substantially less congruent in the näıve than in
experienced state, congruency is still above chance. Similarly, contra-ipsi orientation
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preference match observed across a population of L2/3 neurons at eye opening was
better than random suggesting some developmental aspect prior to visual experience
that biases the network for weak alignment. Spontaneous retinal waves have been
reported to exhibit some synchronicity across retinas [301] and could provide an ini-
tial bias for cortical networks to be correlated in responses between eyes. Moreover,
experience through closed eyelids is diffuse, yet can be sufficient to elicit orientation
selective responses [67] and therefore could initiate an experience dependent alignment
process that is eventually refined by highly structured, patterned experience after eye
opening.

Possible functions of non-congruency

Initial low levels of congruency and orientation match may seem like a reflection of
immaturity, or unfinished development. Yet, diversity in binocular congruency may be
a feature that could support flexibility in accommodating natural sources of variability
in the biology of eye alignment. Animal-to-animal variability in eye position and
torsion may lead to different cells serving as the congruent population. Providing a
diverse pool of neurons by eye opening could ensure that sufficient neurons exhibit an
“aligned” responses that can then instruct the remaining network to adjust to a specific
contra-ipsi configuration. The flexibility of a cortical network could be a critical factor
for creating an ultimately coherent percept for each animal with its unique physical
layout.
Notably, whether a neuron is congruent or noncongruent could change over devel-

opment. The animal’s head is still growing significantly, and so could eye positioning.
Thus, our measurement may be a mere snapshot of what “aligned” means at this stage
or for the current eye positions.
How aligned not only the experienced but the mature state is, is not clear. Previous

work studying binocular alignment of cell populations has only assessed alignment in
ferrets up to one week after eye opening since by then many features have assumed
their putative mature form unless disturbed by abnormal experience [4, 62, 160]. The
study on the synaptic layout in experienced animals included cells from ferrets up to
60 days old and these were not significantly more matched than neurons from younger
animals suggesting alignment does not improve indefinitely. While it is it not known
what degree of alignment is present in fully grown ferrets, other work in adult, i.e.,
mature monkeys and cats shows a significant fraction of cells with different orientation
preferences for each eye, indicating V1 never becomes perfectly congruent [1, 3]. This
could be deliberate as there is indeed a potential role for noncongruent responses.
Viewing conditions where head tilt leads to eye torsion, a slant in depth, or motion
in depth, all these result in images on each retina with different edge orientation and
noncongruent inputs and cells could be relevant in signaling in these situations [3, 188,
302].

Potential sources of synaptic inputs

The diversity in the properties and roles of excitatory inputs to L2/3 neurons in V1
raises a question about the source of these inputs (see 1.5.3). Knowing the origin of the
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synaptic partners could help to distinguish differential contribution of different circuit
components for binocular integration. Based on anatomical studies, neurons residing
in layer 4 (L4) and L2/3 are likely the most numerous and strongest presynaptic
partners [116, 119, 134, 135]. Besides, some direct feedforward, thalamic projections
to L2/3 exist [93, 303]. Feedback projections from higher order visual cortices and
callosal projections from the other hemisphere are potential candidates for excitatory
synaptic inputs [209, 222]. The precise proportions of connections provided by each
source are not known and difficult to estimate. The functional properties such as ocular
dominance of the different areas can also only allow limited insight as to if and which
signals they may provide. Thalamic projections are plausible providers of monocular
input, feedback projections are most likely binocular [184, 185]. L4 and callosal inputs
could offer a mix of monocular and binocular inputs, but L4 neurons at the näıve
stage appear not as orientation selective as L2/3 neurons on the other hemisphere [297].
Proximal L2/3 neurons are a likely contributor of binocular, selective inputs and could
therefore form a recurrent network that is heavily involved in determining the somatic
alignment of their postsynaptic targets. In line with this hypothesis is the expansion
of L2/3 horizontal connections that could lead to the observed increase in binocular
inputs after eye opening [33, 35]. Binocular alignment could then be a result of an
increasingly strong connected recurrent network. Ultimately, to further support this
idea, additional experiments are required. Rabies-tracing or other retrograde labeling
could provide an estimate on the proportion of inputs provided by presynaptic partners
and elucidate a more accurate understanding of L2/3 connectivity [304]. Retrograde
labeling with a calcium sensor would allow to probe their functional properties, too
[305]. Besides, recent advancements using a combination of in-vivo functional imaging
and post-hoc source identification [306] could help to dissect the source as well as the
functional properties of synaptic inputs. Lastly, to test the contribution and necessity
of presynaptic partners, in-vivo imaging of somata and dendritic spines before and
after selective manipulation of putative input sources could prove useful.

Chronic imaging for differentiating synaptic plasticity
mechanisms

We find the congruency of the binocular input network is the key factor for somatic
alignment in visually näıve and experienced animals. How the binocular congruent
input network increases its influence on somatic output over development to enhance
binocular alignment could be the consequence of three distinct, not mutually exclusive
mechanisms.

First, dendritic spines could change their synaptic strength over time. This is often
referred to as functional plasticity as the efficacy of the conveyed signal is altered.
Data in experienced animals suggests that synaptic strength is not employed by the
binocular congruent network, since ultrastructural correlates of this property is com-
parable across monocular, binocular congruent, and binocular noncongruent spines
(A.1, [296]). It is therefore unlikely that this is a mechanism used by V1 to enhance
binocular congruent drive. Instead, we find strength in numbers of binocular congruent
inputs to be key. This leaves two further potential mechanisms to be explored.
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Neurons may refine their synaptic connectivity via selective addition and deletion
of binocular congruent and binocular noncongruent spines, respectively (structural
plasticity). Such functional biases in spinogenesis and pruning would lead to a net
gain of binocular congruent inputs. While our data indicate a strong gain of new
dendritic spines by L2/3 cells after eye opening, whether this increase displays a bias
for binocular congruent spines and thereby increases their proportion on the total
synaptic population, is unclear.

Alternatively, no structural synaptic change with respect to strength or numbers
need to occur. Instead, maintained, stable spines, may change the information they
convey because of the presynaptic partner altering its response properties (presynap-
tic changes). Chronic imaging of L2/3 neurons following eye opening confirms that
increased binocular alignment in the ferret is due to single cells staying responsive
to both eyes and changing their monocular responses to become increasingly aligned
[4]. This is in contrast to mouse V1, where binocular alignment was in part achieved
by cells dropping out or joining the population of binocularly responsive neurons and
functional biases within these transitioning cell groups leading to better alignment
of binocular neurons overall [6]. Since L2/3 neurons are a major source of inputs to
other L2/3 neurons, changes in presynaptic neurons are almost certainly contributing
in ferret V1 to increasingly binocular congruent information received by postsynaptic
neuron at dendritic spines.

To resolve the specific contribution of these two mechanisms to increased congruency
in the synaptic input to L2/3 cells, we must follow structural changes and changes
in functional properties of spines chronically following the onset of visual experience.
Only by chronically tracking the response properties of spines that are maintained, and
those that are lost and added, it would be possible to estimate the relative contribution
of structural plasticity and presynaptic changes on the binocular alignment process.

A putative mechanism for the increase of binocular congruent
inputs via structural plasticity

While we do not know whether the addition and pruning of dendritic spines (struc-
tural plasticity) is functionally biased, there is a potential mechanism supporting this
hypothesis. Visual experience after eye opening is mostly binocular. Therefore, highly
similar signals will be sent from each retina and passed along to cortex. Binocular
neurons with orientation preferences matching closely what is conveyed through each
eye (congruent) would be preferentially activated by binocular experience. Previous
work in cats shows supportive evidence for this. When the two monocular receptive
fields overlap perfectly during binocular stimulation, the resulting response will be
larger than the two separate monocular responses, also called “binocular facilitation”
[2, 200, 201, 202].

Increased activity levels of binocular congruent cells and reduced activity of noncon-
gruent cells during binocular experience could lead to long term potentiation (LTP)
and long term depression across the cortical network. Studies have shown that high
frequency synaptic activation and LTP is associated with new spine formation in the
vicinity of activated synapses and duplicating spines reaching the same axonal bouton
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[269, 307, 308, 309]. Moreover, in a developmental period where new synapses are
frequently formed frequently, activity is relevant for selectively stabilizing dendritic
spines [310]. In sum, these effects could results in and increase in binocular congruent
synaptic inputs and ultimately increase binocular alignment within the network.
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4. Conclusion

The brain has to integrate signals from various sources to create a percept of the world
before it can act within and upon it. Binocular vision is an accessible way to study
coherent signal integration since both eyes convey signals about the same image from
slightly different perspectives from which the brain generates a three-dimensional yet
unified representation. In carnivores and primates, primary visual cortex (V1) is where
right and left eye signals converge for the first time. Neurons in V1 then combine these
signals to create a representation of edge orientation that remains constant whether
the stimulus is perceived through either eye (binocularly aligned).

Across species, binocular alignment requires experience to mature, highlighting the
necessity of sensory input to produce a coherent representation from signals provided
by different organs. This developmental process has been studied at the level of net-
work scale and single-cell responses. Yet, how individual V1 neurons shape their
synaptic inputs to mix signals from the two eyes into a binocularly aligned represen-
tation has remained unknown. Only by studying the synaptic scale and disentangling
the contribution of individual synaptic inputs, we can gain insights into the binoc-
ular alignment process over development. In-vivo two-photon functional imaging of
dendritic spines and the respective soma of neurons in V1 has allowed us to examine
the information conveyed by excitatory synaptic inputs that ultimately drive somatic
output in visually näıve and experienced animals.

Synaptic inputs are diverse

Probing the functional properties of dendritic spines has revealed diversity in synaptic
inputs at both stages of development. Diversity has been observed for several fea-
tures by know and could be important for cortical computation [46, 291, 311]. Here,
the diversity of ocular classes is highly relevant for binocular alignment: neurons in
layer 2/3 (L2/3) of ferret receive not only monocular inputs (responsive only to one
eye), but the majority of inputs are binocular (responsive to both eyes). Considering
that upstream of V1, neurons are highly monocular, this hints at the abundance of
intracortical, binocular connections in L2/3 and their potential strong influence on
somatic responses. Despite monocular inputs being less frequent than binocular in-
put, additional properties need to be evaluated to resolve the relative contribution of
each group and weigh on the contrasting hypotheses of feedforward driven monocular
convergence vs. recurrent binocular interaction.
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4. Conclusion

Numbers of binocular congruent inputs are key for

driving binocular alignment

We find from several lines of analyses that the binocular, not the monocular inputs
are the key driver for binocular alignment in visually näıve and experienced animals.
In particular, the overall congruency (contra-ipsi tuning correlation) of the binocular
network predicted somatic congruency. In other words, the larger the proportion
of binocular congruent inputs (those that convey responses that are highly aligned
between the eyes) to a neuron, the more congruent the somatic response.

In the experienced animals, we were able to further evaluate the role of numbers of
inputs exhibiting a certain feature. This concept has gained renewed attention due to
recent work on orientation tuning [288]. Analysis of ultrastructure to estimate synaptic
weight of dendritic spines imaged in-vivo revealed that strength in synaptic weight is
not a mechanism that binocular congruent inputs employ to enhance their impact
on somatic output. Instead, simulations of trial-by-trial activity of input populations
showed that binocular congruent inputs exert a disproportionate impact by strength
in numbers active for specific stimuli. Thereby, while on average constituting only
around 30% of inputs to a neuron, their combined, highly specific, activity allowed
them to drive binocularly aligned responses of the soma.

Not only in visually näıve and experienced animals is the critical role of numbers ap-
parent. Comparing both stages shows a drastic increase of binocular input congruency,
translating to a roughly two-fold increase in the proportion of binocular congruent in-
puts throughout the network after eye opening. This increase of binocular congruent
inputs likely leads to the higher levels of congruency of somatic response following
visual experience.

Lastly, the increased proportion of inputs that are binocular congruent appears to
have distinct effects on how synaptic inputs constitute the somatic output.

Contra and ipsi eye responses have distinct

synaptic compositions and development

At both developmental stages, the synaptic composition for somatic responses to con-
tra and ipsi stimulation differs. For contra eye responses, monocular contra and binoc-
ular congruent inputs closely match somatic output preference, in the näıve as well
as in the experienced animal. For ipsi eye responses, the synaptic contribution of
different subpopulations is distinct for both developmental stages. In näıve animals,
all synaptic inputs match the somatic output for the ipsi less than the output for the
contra eye. In experienced animals, only binocular congruent inputs closely match the
somatic preference for the ipsi eye.

From this we draw two conclusions. First, the synaptic composition specifically
for the ipsi eye changes with visual experience. Prior to experience, for the ipsi eye
response the impact of comparably rare binocular congruent inputs is outweighed by
binocular noncongruent and monocular ipsi inputs. Later, the ipsi eye response be-
comes increasingly supported by binocular congruent inputs resulting in better binoc-
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ular alignment of the ipsi. Second, in experienced animals, aligned responses rely on
binocular congruent inputs shaping the ipsi response, not monocular ipsi inputs as
would be predicted from the monocular convergence hypothesis.
In short, the response of the soma becoming increasingly aligned between eyes after

eye opening appears to be predominantly a result of the binocular congruent network
reconstructing the ipsi eye response to become aligned to the contra eye response.

Recurrent networks for visual processing

Overall, our results do not support the hypothesis of two converging monocular in-
put streams supporting binocularly aligned response in L2/3 of ferret V1. Instead,
the binocular inputs and their degree of alignment (congruency) plays a critical role
in driving binocular alignment. While this does not rule out monocular convergence
to occur elsewhere, layer 4 neurons for instance, it highlights how binocular aligned
responses can be generated by neglecting monocular inputs, and instead rely on binoc-
ular inputs that enhance their impact by a variety of properties.
Anatomical and functional properties of the ferret visual system make horizontal,

recurrent connections within L2/3 a likely source of binocular inputs. While initially
neglected in many models, recurrent connectivity in V1 has gained increasing attention
and recognition for its role in orientation selectivity and orientation maps [38, 41, 42,
43, 159]. Since visual scenes are largely constituted from continuous edges or struc-
tures, this tight interconnectedness can be useful for connecting functionally related
neurons representing neighboring parts of the visual field. Unsurprisingly, in machine
learning models, recurrent networks have gained popularity for applications that re-
quire temporal context integration such as video encoding and captioning [312, 313,
314]. Overall, recurrent network structures in machine learning as well as in the brain
are increasingly recognized for their computational abilities and studying this further
will almost certainly yield relevant insights in cortical and in-silico computations.
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SUMMARY

In visual cortex, signals from the two eyes merge to form a coherent binocular representation. Here we inves-
tigate the synaptic interactions underlying the binocular representation of stimulus orientation in ferret visual
cortex with in vivo calcium imaging of layer 2/3 neurons and their dendritic spines. Individual neurons with
aligned somatic responses received a mixture of monocular and binocular synaptic inputs. Surprisingly,
monocular pathways alone could not account for somatic alignment because ipsilateral monocular inputs
poorly matched somatic preference. Binocular inputs exhibited different degrees of interocular alignment,
and those with a high degree of alignment (congruent) had greater selectivity and somatic specificity. While
congruent inputs were similar to others in measures of strength, simulations show that the number of active
congruent inputs predicts aligned somatic output. Our study suggests that coherent binocular responses
derive from connectivity biases that support functional amplification of aligned signals within a heteroge-
neous binocular intracortical network.

INTRODUCTION

Neural circuits in the central nervous system combine indepen-

dent sources of sensory information to form coherent percepts

and guide motor actions. In the visual system, a critical step in

building coherent neural representations is combining signals

from the two eyes. Binocular convergence is the basis of cyclo-

pean perception, stereopsis, and increased acuity and sensi-

tivity (Barendregt et al., 2015; Parker, 2007; Scholl et al.,

2013a). In carnivores and primates, binocular convergence first

occurs in the primary visual cortex (V1) where individual neurons

respond selectively to sensory stimulation of one or both eyes

(Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1965; Ohzawa and Freeman, 1986a;

Priebe, 2008). Cortical neurons are also selective for edge orien-

tation (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Priebe and Ferster, 2012), and in

all mammals investigated, most binocular neurons exhibit

matched orientation preferences for stimuli presented to each

eye (Bridge and Cumming, 2001; Chang et al., 2020; Ferster,

1981; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; Nelson et al., 1977; Skottun

and Freeman, 1984; Wang et al., 2010). While interocular align-

ment is considered to be a prerequisite for binocular vision

(Marr and Poggio, 1979), the synaptic basis of this phenomenon

is poorly understood.

Ultimately, interocular alignment in the responses of individual

neurons reflects the population of excitatory inputs synapsing

onto their dendritic arbors. Receptive field properties resulting

from the activity of synapses driven by the contralateral eye

must be matched with those driven by the ipsilateral eye. In

the simplest case, this can be conceptualized as the integration

of separate, matched monocular streams converging on a post-

synaptic neuron. Experimental studies and theoretical models of

interocular response alignment typically focus on this perspec-

tive, proposing that contra- and ipsilateral eye-driven synapses

with strong, correlated sensory-driven activity are strengthened

and/or maintained during development (Bhaumik and Shah,

2014; Bienenstock et al., 1982; Erwin and Miller, 1998; Gu and

Cang, 2016; Hofer et al., 2009; Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2007; Sarnaik

et al., 2014; Smith and Trachtenberg, 2007; Tan et al., 2020;

Wang et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2020).

Overlooked from this monocular framework, however, is the

fact that much of the synaptic input a cortical neuron receives

during stimulation of either eye arises from other cortical neurons

that are binocular, especially in superficial layers of V1 (Anzai

et al., 1999; Ohzawa and Freeman, 1986b; Scholl et al., 2013b;

Skottun and Freeman, 1984). Thus, for most binocular cortical

neurons, synaptic input derived from both monocular and
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binocular neurons could play a role in interocular response align-

ment. While whole-cell recordings have measured monocular

and binocular excitatory synaptic conductances (Gu and Cang,

2016; Longordo et al., 2013; Scholl et al., 2013b; Zhao et al.,

2013), this technique cannot disentangle the response proper-

ties of individual synaptic inputs. Consequently, the specific con-

tributions of monocular and binocular inputs to interocular

response alignment remain unresolved.

To address this issue, we used in vivo two-photon microscopy

to visualize layer 2/3 neurons in ferret V1 expressing GCaMP6s

(Scholl et al., 2021; Wilson et al., 2016). We characterized the

ocular class and orientation preference of individual dendritic

spines, the postsynaptic sites of excitatory synapses on pyrami-

dal neurons.Wemeasured responses to stimulation of either eye

and compared this to the somatic output. Individual neuronswith

binocularly aligned somatic responses received both monocular

and binocular inputs. The response properties of monocular in-

puts alone could not explain binocular somatic alignment. Binoc-

ular inputs themselves exhibited a varying degree of interocular

alignment, which we quantified using the cross-correlation be-

tween each eye’s orientation tuning, termed ‘‘congruency.’’

Binocular congruent inputs were functionally distinct, exhibiting

a high degree of orientation selectivity and match to the somatic

output orientation preference. A trial-based simulation of synap-

tic integration incorporating stimulus-driven activity demon-

strated a predominate role for binocular congruent inputs in

shaping the interocular response alignment of cortical neurons.

Finally, we found that somatic alignment, across our entire pop-

ulation of cells, was predicted by binocular synaptic network

properties, but not monocular ones. Our results emphasize a

critical role for intracortical binocular network interactions in

shaping the interocular response alignment of cortical neurons.
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Figure 1. Mapping synaptic input ocularity in layer 2/3 cortical neurons with two-photon imaging of dendritic spines

(A) Sparse labeling of neurons in ferret V1 with GCaMP6s. Standard deviation projection of an example cell (top) and one of its dendrites (bottom) with visible

spines.

(B) Responses of four example spines shown in (A) to drifting gratings presented to the contra and ipsi eye. Shown are mean (black) and standard deviation (gray)

responses to each stimulus (n = 8 trials) presented to the contra (left) and ipsi (right) eyes. Also shown (right column) are the peak amplitude responsemean (black

dots) and standard deviation (lines). The preferred orientation of the soma is indicated as a vertical gray bar. For more binocular noncongruent examples see also

Figure S1.

(C) Proportions of spines of each ocular class.

(D) Proportions of spines from each ocular class for individual neurons of each ocular class (see bar above), sorted by increasing proportion of binocular spines

(purple). Same color scheme as in (C).
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RESULTS

Individual layer 2/3 cortical neurons receive synaptic
inputs with diverse ocular properties
To investigate how monocular and binocular synaptic networks

contribute to ocular alignment, we performed in vivo two-photon

calcium imaging of layer 2/3 cells in ferret visual cortex sparsely

labeled with GCaMP6s (Figure 1A; see STAR Methods). Ferrets

had at least 1 week of visual experience. For each cell, we opti-

mized visual stimuli while imaging the soma. We then serially

imaged visible dendritic spines on apical and basal dendrites

during visual stimulation. For each imaging location, we used

drifting gratings of different orientations presented to each eye

independently and analyzed their responses to characterize

orientation tuning (Figures 1B and S1; see STARMethods). In to-

tal we characterized 5,923 visually responsive (see STAR

Methods) dendritic spines from 35 cells.

Ocular classes for each soma and dendritic spine were based

on whether a significant response (see STAR Methods) was eli-

cited by visual stimulation of only the contralateral eye (contra),

only the ipsilateral eye (ipsi), or both eyes (binocular). A majority

of dendritic spines were classified as binocular (Figure 1C) and a

similar trend was found for individual cells (Figure 1D; mean =

64% ± 11% SD). All cells examined received synaptic inputs

from each ocular class, displaying a functional diversity of syn-

aptic populations that has been reported for other visual fea-

tures, sensory areas, and species (Scholl and Fitzpatrick, 2020).

In this study, we aim to determine how synaptic populations

with distinct ocular properties contribute to aligned responses

at the soma. Thus, we focus exclusively on binocular cells, as

defined by somatic responses (n = 28/35).

Binocular synapses vary in degree of congruency
Individual binocular synapses varied in the degree of similarity in

orientation tuning between contra and ipsi eye stimulation. To

characterize contra-ipsi similarity, we computed the Pearson

correlation coefficient between responses evoked by stimulation

for each eye. Henceforth, we define this metric as the degree of

‘‘congruency.’’ Two binocular example spines are shown in Fig-

ure 1B for comparison (spine 3 and spine 4, congruency = 0.16

and 0.84, respectively). Binocular inputs exhibited a wide range

of congruency but were biased toward positive values (median =

0.39, IQR = 0.68, n = 3117; Figure 2A). For subsequent compar-

isons, we split these synapses into two synaptic groups: binoc-

ular congruent (rC-I > 0.5, n = 1,296 spines, 42% of all binocular

inputs) and binocular noncongruent (rC-I < 0.5, n = 1,802 spines,

58% of all binocular inputs). Splitting binocular synapses into

two groups will be important for later analyses, as we will show

that binocular congruent inputs have distinct functional proper-

ties and play a unique role in determining a cell’s feature align-

ment. We note that the exact cutoff value does not affect

our results and, for transparency, also report analyses without

this categorization. We repeated our analysis with a bootstrap-

ped measure of congruency but found no qualitative difference

in our results (Figure S2).

Our goal is to examine how monocular and binocular synaptic

networks contribute to interocular response alignment in binoc-

ular cells. However, our dataset includes binocular cells with

poor alignment, similar to previous reports in visually experi-

enced animals (Bridge and Cumming, 2001; Chang et al.,

2020). Thus, we focus exclusively on binocular cells with

congruent (rC-I > 0.5) somatic orientation tuning between the

two eyes (n = 16/28) and their synapses (n = 2,933, binocular

spines n = 1,920, median congruency = 0.5) for the remainder

of this study. Overall, congruency was directly related to interoc-

ular orientation preference difference, a measure used in previ-

ous studies of visual cortical neurons (circular-linear correlation =

0.74, p < 0.0001, n = 2,558 binocular spines with selective tuning

for each eye [see STAR Methods]). Based on this relationship,

our chosen cut-off (rC-I = 0.5) equates to�19 degrees of orienta-

tion preference mismatch.

Binocular congruent synapses exhibit high orientation
selectivity and connection specificity
We first investigated the response characteristics of the synap-

ses for each ocular class (monocular, binocular congruent, and

binocular noncongruent), focusing on response selectivity and

connection specificity. These two properties provide a measure-

ment of how well a synapse conveys a given stimulus feature

(selectivity) and how well synapses align to the orientation
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Figure 2. Binocular congruent inputs are most selective for orientation

(A) Distribution of binocular input ‘‘congruency’’: correlation coefficient between contra and ipsi orientation tuning. Binocular inputs with a correlation >0.5 are

defined as congruent (filled bars).
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(D) Heatmap of mean congruency of binocular inputs with respect to contra and ipsi OSI. See also Table 1.
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preference of the somatic output (specificity). Both properties

are key factors in the interocular alignment of synaptic popula-

tions within a neuron. Additionally, we consider these properties

for stimulation of the contra- and ipsilateral eye separately for the

three ocular classes. This allows a straightforward comparison of

the properties of monocular and binocular inputs driven by the

contra- and ipsilateral eye.

Binocular congruent inputs exhibited the greatest degree of

orientation selectivity (see STAR Methods) for responses eli-

cited by contra and ipsi stimulation (Figures 2B and 2C; Table

1; median orientation selectivity index [OSI] = 0.26). This ocular

class was more selective than binocular noncongruent inputs

(Table 1), monocular ipsi inputs, and slightly more selective

than monocular contra inputs. Notably, binocular noncongruent

inputs were the least selective for orientation overall, and

monocular contra inputs were more selective than monocular

ipsi inputs (p < 0.0001, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). There was

also a strong positive correlation between congruency and

selectivity for contra and ipsi stimulation (contra: Spearman’s

r = 0.47, p < 0.0001; ipsi: Spearman’s r = 0.50, p < 0.0001;

Figure 2D).

To evaluate connection specificity, wemeasured the mismatch

between the preferred orientation of each spine and that of their

corresponding somatic output (Figure 3A); a mismatch closer to

0 equates to greater specificity. For this analysis we excluded

spines unselective for orientation (OSI < 0.10). Binocular

congruent inputsweremost aligned to the somatic output (Figures

3B and 3C; Table 1). These inputs exhibited less mismatch than

monocular ipsi inputs. A similar, but non-significant, trend was

found for monocular contra inputs. Binocular noncongruent in-

puts, on the other hand, exhibited the most mismatch for contra

stimulation, significantly less than corresponding monocular in-

puts. For ipsi stimulation, binocular noncongruent inputs were

indistinguishable from monocular inputs. Consistent with the dif-

ferences between binocular categories, mismatch was inversely

correlated with congruency (contra: circular-linear r = �0.30, p <

0.0001; ipsi: circular-linear r = �0.34, p < 0.0001). Remarkably,

monocular contra inputs displayed lessmismatch thanmonocular

ipsi inputs (p = 0.001, circular Kruskal-Wallis test; Figures 3B and

3C), highlighting a difference between monocular input streams.

Importantly, the exact method for computing congruency and

defining binocular congruent inputs had no impact on these find-

ings (Figure S2).

The weak specificity and selectivity evident in monocular ipsi

inputs clearly demonstrates that monocular input streams alone

cannot be the basis of interocular alignment. Instead, we find

that a subset of binocular synapses are most selective and func-

tionally specific and are best positioned to support the binocu-

larly aligned responses of layer 2/3 neurons.

Monocular and binocular synapses are similar in
ultrastructural anatomy
While the distinct functional properties of binocular congruent in-

puts could support interocular response alignment, they

comprise only �1/3 of a cell’s total inputs (binocular congruent:

33% ± 18%, binocular noncongruent: 32% ± 11%, monocular:

35% ± 13%; proportion mean ± SD). However, the impact of

binocular congruent synapses could be enhanced by increased

strength. As synaptic strength is reflected in the ultrastructural

anatomy (Holler et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2016; Scholl et al.,

2021), one possibility is that binocular congruent synapses

also share distinct ultrastructural properties.

We recently developed a method to correlate light and elec-

tron microscopy at the synaptic level (Figure 4; see STAR

Methods), allowing comparison of the same synapses (Thomas

et al., 2021). For four binocular congruent cells that had been

imaged in vivo, we anatomically reconstructed dendritic spines

from basal dendrites. In a subset of responsive spines (n =

103), we classified ocularity based on the criteria used in this

study (see STAR Methods). Spines sampled from the cells

used for reconstruction exhibited similar ocular properties as

cells which only underwent two-photon imaging. From the

reconstruction dataset, we examined three basic anatomical

features: spine head volume, postsynaptic density (PSD) area,

and spine neck length (Figure 4D). Spine head volume and

PSD area are positively correlated with synapse strength

(Bourne and Harris, 2011; Toni et al., 1999), while spine neck

length can attenuate synapse strength (Araya et al., 2006).

Overall, binocular congruent inputs were similar in ultrastruc-

ture compared to other ocular classes (Figure S3; Table S1).

This was supported by a nonparametric one-way analysis of

variance of spine head volume (p = 0.58), spine PSD area (p =

0.098), and spine neck length (p = 0.093). We also found no rela-

tionship between congruency and any other anatomical feature

(spine head volume: Spearman’s r = 0.003, p = 0.49; PSD

area: Spearman’s r = 0.10, p = 0.21; neck length: Spearman’s

r = �0.009, p = 0.47). We found similar results when considering

Table 1. Comparing selectivity and specificity (soma mismatch)

between spine ocular classes

Binocular

Congruent

Binocular

Noncongruent Monocular

Orientation Selectivity

Contralateral responses

Median (IQR) 0.33 (0.24) 0.19 (0.18) 0.32 (0.23)

Binocular Congruent – p < 0.0001 p = 0.03

Binocular Noncongruent – – p < 0.0001

Ipsilateral responses

Median (IQR) 0.27 (0.20) 0.15 (0.16) 0.21 (0.20)

Binocular Congruent – p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001

Binocular Noncongruent – – p < 0.0001

Specificity

Contralateral Responses

Median (IQR) 10.6 (16.3) 18.0 (37.5) 12.8 (21.0)

Binocular Congruent – p < 0.0001 p = 0.18

Binocular Noncongruent – – p < 0.0001

Ipsilateral Responses

Median (IQR) 11.5 (18.4) 20.8 (29.4) 22.5 (46.9)

Binocular Congruent – p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001

Binocular Noncongruent – – p = 0.62

All statistical tests are Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test. Soma mismatch is in

degree.
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a metric of synaptic strength that combines multiple anatomical

features and their interactions (e.g., synapse PSD area and neck

length inversely regulate synapse strength). We used a NEURON

model of each synapse, incorporating all anatomical features,

and simulated the somatic depolarization due to a single action

potential (see STAR Methods). This showed that binocular

congruent inputs were similar in effective strength to other ocular

classes (p = 0.50, nonparametric one-way ANOVA; Figure 4E;

Table S1). Likewise, congruency was unrelated to simulated so-

matic input amplitude (Spearman’s r = 0.07, p = 0.71). Alto-

gether, our data demonstrate that binocular congruent synapses

are similar in ultrastructural anatomy and simulated effective

strength compared to monocular and binocular noncongruent

synapses.

Simulating synaptic population activity and the
emergence of interocular aligned responses
Binocular congruent synapses have distinct response proper-

ties, suggesting they are uniquely positioned to support interoc-

ular alignment. But their ultrastructural features (a measurement

of strength) are largely similar to other ocular classes, suggesting

that synaptic strength is not a mechanism to enhance drive.

Strength alone, however, cannot predict how synapses might

drive somatic activity during visual stimulation. Somatic activity

derives from the ‘‘activity patterns’’ of functionally diverse popu-

lations of monocular and binocular synapses that are jointly re-

cruited by a particular stimulus. Activity patterns are not only

driven by synapse response properties but also their reliability

in activation. This raises the question of whether reliability could

be another factor contributing to interocular alignment. In fact,

we found that binocular congruent inputs were more reliable in

response to preferred stimuli compared to other ocular classes

(Figure S4). This made us wonder how sensory-driven activity,

stimulus selectivity, connection specificity, and reliability of acti-

vation altogether produce an aligned somatic response on a

trial-by-trial basis.

To understand how activity patterns of monocular and binoc-

ular synapses act in concert to shape alignment, we devised a

simple simulation of the aggregate synaptic drive onto each

neuron (drawn from each neuron’s measured synaptic popula-

tion). Our simulation incorporates only synaptic calcium activity

(converting DF/F into binary events) during presentations of vi-

sual stimuli (example branch shown in Figure 5A). For each

simulation iteration, a random trial of one set of stimuli was cho-

sen, and the activity across all dendrites and all groups of

spines was summed to create an aggregate, simulating so-

matic aggregate input for each cell (Figures 5B–5D). This pro-

cedure was repeated 10,000 times for contra and ipsi visual

stimulation. Simulation of the total aggregate for a representa-

tive binocular congruent cell is shown in Figure 5D (n = 197

spines). While we ignore factors such as dendritic compart-

mentalization and active nonlinearities, this simulation provides

an estimate of stimulus-driven input to the soma from each

ocular class.

Across all cells (n = 14, total spines = 192 ± 69,mean ± SD), the

number of active spines was greatest at the somatic preferred

orientation (contra: 18.6% ± 2.2%, ipsi: 11.5% ± 2.1%, mean ±

SE; Figure 6A) and the proportion of active synapses at somatic

preferred orientation was similar for each group (binocular

congruent: 6.5% and 5.4%; binocular noncongruent: 5.9% and

4.8%; monocular: 6.1% and 3.9%; mean proportion active for

contra and ipsi eyes; Figure 6A). In contrast, for nonpreferred ori-

entations, monocular and binocular noncongruent inputs were

recruited more readily (binocular congruent: 1.4% and 1.3%,

binocular noncongruent: 3.0% and 2.8%, monocular: 2.5% and

2.6%,meanproportion active for contra and ipsi eyes; Figure 6A).

We next examined aggregate specificity across all simulation it-

erations. Preferred orientation was defined as the stimulus

evoking the largest proportion of active spines, similar to a

maximum a posteriori estimate (Figure 6B). Not surprisingly,

binocular congruent aggregates were more frequently aligned

than monocular or noncongruent aggregates (p = 0.006 and p =

0.018, respectively, sign-rank one-sided test; Figure 6B). While

frequency of alignment for all ocular classes was correlated with

the total aggregate (monocular: Spearman r = 0.75, p < 0.0001;

binocular congruent: Spearman r = 0.93, p < 0.0001; binocular

noncongruent: Spearman r = 0.82, p < 0.0002, one-sided tests),

binocular noncongruent and monocular aggregates were consis-

tently less aligned than the total (p = 0.002 and p = 0.01, respec-

tively, sign-rank one-sided test). In contrast, binocular congruent

aggregates were indistinguishable from the total aggregate (p =

0.33, sign-rank one-sided test, mean difference = �0.01 ± 0.06

SD). Adding a dendritic nonlinearity (i.e., nonlinear synaptic sum-

mation) to our simulation did not appreciably change these results

(Figure S5).

Our simulation suggests that (1) a greater number of active

synapses contribute to the somatic preferred orientation for

both eyes, and (2) the binocular congruent synapse population

exhibits a degree of alignment similar to the total population.

These analyses, however, do not consider variation across
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each simulation run, nor a possible relationship between the

number of active synapses and degree of alignment. Further,

as the total aggregate (Figure 6A, top) is most akin to subthresh-

old input that might elicit somatic action potentials, we wanted to

understand how the number of active synapses from each ocular

class contributes to the total aggregate and its alignment.

Accordingly, we measured the total aggregate alignment

(defined as the distance from the somatic preferred orientation)

and the total number of active synapses at the preferred orienta-

tions (Figure 6C, black circles) for each simulation iteration. We

then examined the contribution of different ocular classes of syn-

apses at preferred orientations (Figure 6C, right). As shown for

individual simulation runs in Figure 6C, an aligned total aggre-

gate coincided with a large number of active synapses at the so-

matic preferred orientation, with binocular congruent synapses

being the largest contributor. In contrast, a misaligned total

aggregate showed less activation overall and more input from

binocular noncongruent and monocular synapses.

Across our population of cells, we found that with a large num-

ber of active synapses where a large fraction is binocular

congruent, the total aggregate is more aligned (Figure 6D, top).

For binocular noncongruent synapses, we observed a different

relationship: alignment correlated with fewer active binocular

noncongruent synapses and greater activation of the total popu-

lation (Figure 6D, middle). For monocular ipsi synapses, we

observed a similar relationship as for binocular noncongruent syn-

apses (Figure 6D, bottom right), and the fraction of monocular

contra synapses recruited showed little relationship to alignment

or the total synapses active (Figure 6D, bottom left). Multivariate

linear regression models largely confirmed these observations

(Table S2, see STAR Methods), but for contra visual stimulation,

the total number of active synapses was a weak predictor. These

relationships were also found for individual cells; the total number

of active spines was positively related to alignment in a majority of

cells (contra: binocular congruent = 10/14, binocular noncon-

gruent = 9/14, monocular = 10/14; ipsi: binocular congruent =

14/14, binocular noncongruent = 14/14, monocular = 14/14 cells).

With respect to each ocular class, a majority of cells showed that

the fraction of binocular congruent spineswas positively related to

alignment (contra: 8/14; ipsi: 9/14), while binocular noncongruent

and monocular fractions were inversely related to alignment

(contra: 10/14 and 9/14, respectively; ipsi: 9/14 and 12/14,

respectively). Interestingly, if an interaction term was included in

the linear regression model, it was weighted more heavily (Table

S2), providing further evidence that alignment is predicted by

the total number of active synapses and total fraction of those

that are binocular congruent.

Our simulation suggests that interocular alignment depends

on the contribution of binocular congruent populations and the

total number of active synapses. While binocular congruent in-

puts do not constitute the majority of inputs to a cell overall,

they are selectively recruited at the somatic preferred orienta-

tion, resulting in a disproportionate impact. This impact is likely

enhanced by co-active monocular and binocular noncongruent

inputs to increase synaptic drive overall, potentially increasing

the probability of generating spiking activity at the soma. This

could also coincide with nonlinearities that trigger dendritic

spikes, enhancing somatic drive and aggregate specificity. Alto-

gether, it is clear that binocular congruent synapses strongly

support feature-matched responses between the two eyes.

Somatic congruency is predicted by the relative
proportion of binocular synaptic inputs
While we have focused solely on synaptic inputs to binocular

congruent cells, it is possible that diversity in somatic congru-

ency derives from the underlying synaptic inputs. We wondered

whether characteristics of our synaptic populations could pre-

dict the degree of congruency of their respective soma; specif-

ically, we wondered whether the number of available inputs

from each ocular class could predict somatic congruency. Not

surprisingly, binocular noncongruent cells (n = 12) had signifi-

cantly less binocular congruent synaptic inputs than binocular

congruent cells (18% ± 8% and 33% ± 18%, respectively,

mean ± SD, p = 0.01, one-sidedWilcoxon rank-sum test). There-

fore, we compared the proportion of spines from each ocular

class to somatic congruency. We observed a tradeoff between

binocular congruent and noncongruent synapses: the proportion

of binocular congruent synapses was positively correlated

with somatic congruency (r = 0.47, p = 0.006, one-sided

Spearman correlation; Figure 7A) and the proportion of binocular

Figure 4. Correlation of light and electron microscopy at synaptic resolution
(A) Example in vivo two-photon standard deviation projection of dendrite and spines. Scale bar is 10 mm.

(B) Same dendrite and spines reconstructed from an electron microscopy volume. Scale bar is 10 mm.

(C) Electronmicrograph of an example synapse in (A and B) showing the presynaptic bouton (yellow), postsynaptic density (red), and dendritic spine head (green).

Scale bar is 500 nm.

(D) Full 3D reconstruction of the example synapse shown in (A–C). The white bar represents the cross section in (C). Scale bar is 1 mm.

(E) Cumulative distributions of simulated soma membrane potential depolarization for synapses of each ocular class. Postsynaptic anatomical measurements

were combined in a NEURON model to simulate effective somatic input (see STAR Methods). See also Figure S3 and Table S1.
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noncongruent synapses was inversely correlated with somatic

congruency (r = �0.63, p < 0.0002, one-sided Spearman corre-

lation; Figure 7B). In contrast, the proportion ofmonocular spines

was unrelated to somatic congruency (contra: r =�0.07, p = 0.7,

ipsi: r = 0.04, p = 0.8, two-sided Spearman correlation; Fig-

ure 7C), highlighting the unique influence of binocular

populations.

In sum, our results suggest that binocular congruency of so-

matic responses derives from a balance of intracortical subnet-

works: aligned, selective, binocular congruent and less selec-

tive, misaligned, binocular noncongruent inputs.

DISCUSSION

Visual cortical neurons exhibit binocularly matched responses,

yet it is unknown how this coherent representation emerges

from converging sets of synapses that originate from monocular

and binocular neurons. In this study we examined synaptic pop-

ulations on individual layer 2/3 neurons in ferret visual cortex to

determine how different networks contribute to the interocular

alignment of orientation preference. All cells were innervated

by inputs driven by stimulation of the ipsilateral or contralateral

eye (monocular) and inputs driven by stimulation of either eye

(binocular). Binocular inputs could be split into two groups

(congruent and noncongruent), depending on the degree of cor-

relation between contra and ipsi orientation tuning. Binocular

congruent inputs were distinct as they were most selective for

orientation and exhibited the highest degree of connection spec-

ificity. To better understand monocular and binocular synaptic

integration, we devised a simple simulation combining sen-

sory-driven synaptic activity. This simulation revealed a predom-

inate role for binocular congruent inputs, contributing a selective

and highly aligned aggregate input. This arose through the com-

bination of their connection specificity, tuning selectivity, and

strength in numbers. Finally, we observed that somatic response

alignment of binocular cells was predicted by the relative per-

centage of binocular congruent and noncongruent inputs that

synapse onto a neuron.

Our study shows how a distinct binocular synaptic network

shapes interocular response alignment in layer 2/3 neurons, sug-

gesting that alignment in these cells emerges through intracortical

circuitry. While we do not know the precise origin of synapses

imaged in this study, we base this conclusion on two observa-

tions: (1) inputs to layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons are primarily intra-

cortical (Binzegger et al., 2004) and (2) cells in the lateral genicu-

late nucleus of carnivores and primates are almost exclusively

monocular.

As cortical binocularity emerges over development in carni-

vores (Casagrande and Boyd, 1996; Chang et al., 2020; Hubel

and Wiesel, 1965), intracortical networks might involve recurrent

amplification, such as found for stimulus-tuned attractor net-

works (Ahmadian et al., 2013; Ben-Yishai et al., 1995). Visual

stimuli preferred by the soma could be amplified by binocular

congruent synapses, as they provide highly specific (and

aligned) excitatory drive. Noncongruent inputs might provide

nonspecific excitatory drive, depolarizing the soma closer to

spike threshold and increasing the probability of eliciting spikes

(Priebe, 2008). Altogether, it is clear that at this cortical process-

ing stage, binocular, rather than monocular, synaptic networks

are most important in shaping interocular alignment of neural

response properties.

Comparison with monocular convergence models
Conventional models of binocular alignment focus on

converging monocular input streams. In these models, contra

and ipsi inputs onto single neurons become matched with one

another through correlation-based plasticity mechanisms. This

framework has been used to interpret experimental findings

(Gu and Cang, 2016; Sarnaik et al., 2014; Tan et al., 2020;

Wang et al., 2010), and additional support comes from models

that recapitulate experimental findings by simulating interactions

betweenmonocular input streams (Bhaumik and Shah, 2014; Bi-

enenstock et al., 1982; Erwin and Miller, 1998; Xu et al., 2020).

Thus, the expectation has been that monocular input popula-

tions would exhibit a high degree of match in orientation prefer-

ence. In contrast, our results from visually experienced ferrets do

not support this prediction.

Our study does not rule out a monocular convergence hy-

pothesis entirely. The layer 2/3 neurons we targeted primarily

receive intracortical input and little or no thalamocortical
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Figure 5. A simple model simulating synaptic input aggregates

(A) Example trial-to-trial activity of dendritic spines at the somatic preferred and non-preferred stimulus. Dendritic spines filled with color are those that are active.

(B) Activity pattern (discrete calcium events, shown in black, see STAR Methods) of a subset of spines (n = 50) for a single simulation iteration. Shown is activity

driven by contra stimulation, with respect to the somatic preferred orientation. Spines are grouped and color coded by their ocular class. To estimate total

aggregate input for a single trial, the activity of all spines is summed (bottom).

(C) Individual total aggregates for 50 (out of 10,000) simulation runs. Data are the proportion of possible spines active (here 197 spines).

(D) Total synaptic aggregate estimated for contra and ipsi stimulation. Shown are the mean and standard deviation.
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innervation (Binzegger et al., 2004). It is possible that popula-

tions of thalamocortical inputs, which converge onto stellate

cells in layer 4, are more in line with a model of monocular

convergence. Thalamocortical synapses are almost entirely

monocular (in carnivores and primates) and may have a greater

influence on cortical cells, as their synapses tend to be larger

and have a greater number of presynaptic release sites (Ahmed

et al., 1994; Kharazia andWeinberg, 1994). In addition, thalamo-

cortical inputs could provide an initial bias in interocular align-

ment before requisite binocular visual experience (Chang

et al., 2020; Gu and Cang, 2016), which could be amplified by

layer 2/3 cortical circuits, as they receive input from layer 4.
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Figure 6. Interocular alignment of total synaptic aggregates strongly depends on activation of binocular congruent synapses

(A) Simulated aggregate tuning for contra and ipsi stimulation across 14 binocular congruent cells. From top to bottom: total aggregate, binocular congruent

populations, binocular noncongruent populations, and monocular populations. Tuning is with respect to the soma preferred orientation; data are mean and

standard error. See also Figure S5 for the nonlinear model.

(B) Interocular distributions of trial-to-trial alignment of aggregates to the somatic preferred orientation in contra and ipsi stimulation conditions. Each bin is

frequency across simulation iterations.

(C) Measurement of active synapses with respect to the total aggregate interocular alignment. Left: Shown is the proportion of spines active for each orientation

(with respect to somatic orientation preference) and eye condition for two example simulation runs: one aligned (dark green) and one misaligned (light green).

Circles denote maximum number of active synapses and orientations used to calculate alignment. Right: the fractions of spines from each ocular class

contributing to the maximum values. Same color scheme as in (A).

(D) Mean alignment conditioned on the proportion of total synapses active (ordinate, normalized by the maximum number active observed) and fraction of those

from each ocular class (abscissa). Data are mean across all simulation runs from all congruent cells.
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Indeed, even in visually experienced animals, layer 2/3 amplifi-

cation continues to be important: individual cells generate an

aligned response from a population of heterogeneous inputs,

consistent with binocular alignment being a multistage process.

Future studies will be necessary to map synaptic populations

onto layer 4 neurons and compare thalamic and cortical contri-

butions to interocular response alignment.

Structural properties of binocular synapses
In this study we do not find systematic differences in the ultra-

structural anatomy between different ocular classes. Instead,

we observe strength in numbers of synapses (Scholl et al.,

2021): binocular synapsesweremost numerous overall, followed

by monocular contra and ipsi inputs, and each ocular class

draws from the same synaptic strength distributions. Thus, the

aggregate strength of a synaptic network is largely determined

by numbers of active synapses (Figure 6). We do, however,

observe some curious structure-function relationships. Binoc-

ular synapses, as a whole, have shorter necks than monocular

synapses (Table S1). As spine neck length can regulate synaptic

strength (Araya et al., 2006), this might indicate a predominate

role of binocular synaptic networks in shaping layer 2/3 neuron

response properties. These spines may also have more ener-

getic demands, as binocular viewing may drive them more

frequently than monocular synapses, and shorter necks place

the synaptic contact closer to dendritic molecular machinery.

A potential role of ‘‘noncongruent’’ binocular inputs
Subcellular imaging continues to reveal the complicated and

diverse nature of synaptic networks underlying cortical neuron

selectivity (Scholl and Fitzpatrick, 2020). In this study, we

observed diversity in ocular properties. While we focused on

binocular congruent inputs, we acknowledge that there is likely

a role for those classified here as ‘‘noncongruent.’’ One inter-

esting possibility is that these inputs drive neurons under binoc-

ular viewing conditions where the left and right eyes are not

receiving exactly the same visual information. For example,

these inputs might be responsible for signaling motion in depth

(Cormack et al., 2017) or signaling features during occlusion of

one eye (Anderson and Nakayama, 1994). They might also pro-

vide signals to convey a horizontal disparity (i.e., surface slant)

(Blakemore et al., 1972; Greenwald and Knill, 2009), and neural

models of horizontal disparity predict that the input filters would

differ in orientation and be noncongruent by our measure.

Another interesting possibility is that these inputs generate

invariant binocular response properties across binocular viewing

conditions. For example, head tilt can cause torsional eye move-

ments, so visual features falling on the retina would no longer be

matched along the horopter. Under these conditions, synapses

we defined as noncongruent might actually be congruent in their

responses to visual features. In this way, the somatic output of

the cell would be invariant to different binocular viewing conditions

and could provide information under a variety of situations.

Thereby, diversity may reflect the ability of visual neurons and

the network as a whole to encode information invariant of viewing

conditions. This could provide an explanation for our observation

that binocular noncongruent inputs exhibit synaptic strengths

comparable to binocular congruent inputs, as we assessed con-

gruency in just one condition and categorized inputs for

this specific situation, neglecting conditions where the noncon-

gruent inputs provide the strongest and most relevant input.

There is always a possibility that our limited stimulus set inac-

curately characterized synapsesas noncongruent. However, a

number of studies of V1 neurons report fairly large interocular

orientation preference differences (which are directly related to

congruency) (Blakemore et al., 1972) from a sizeable fraction of

cells. Given that an orientation preference difference of �20 de-

grees corresponds to our congruency cut-off (rc-l = 0.5), about

25%–30% of neurons in visually experienced ferrets (Chang

et al., 2020) and �10% of neurons in adult primates (Bridge

and Cumming, 2001) are classified as noncongruent. This sug-

gests that noncongruent populations reflect more than a mere

measurement error.

One final possibility is that our measurements capture a

‘‘snapshot’’ during synaptic development. The ferret critical

period of visual development stretches weeks after eye opening,

beyond the age of animals studied here. This period might

instruct continued binocular maturation and, thus, noncongruent

synapses we observed would be sculpted away or become

congruent by the time animals possess a mature visual system.

Development of a binocular synaptic network
supporting interocular response alignment
We propose that binocular visual experience, in coordination

with the structural development of cortical circuits, gives rise

to the binocular congruent synaptic network. Prior to visual

experience or the critical period of development, cells exhibit a

higher degree of interocular mismatch in orientation preference

(Chang et al., 2020; Tan et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2010), but initial

biases could facilitate later development. Initial biases could

result from (1) thalamocortical inputs (Gu and Cang, 2016), (2)

spontaneous cortical activity patterns structuring receptive field
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properties (Smith et al., 2018), (3) random connectivity (Ko et al.,

2013), or any combination of these possibilities. Gu and Cang

(2016) found evidence that, before the critical period in mice,

an initial bias is provided by thalamocortical input to layer 4 neu-

rons, while intracortical input exhibits greater mismatch. After

maturation, intracortical and thalamocortical input are equiva-

lently matched, suggesting that intracortical connectivity de-

velops, either through instruction from thalamocortical input

or de novo. However, as the authors were unable to record

from the same cells over time, these two possibilities are

indistinguishable.

In comparing mouse and ferret studies, it is important to point

out that the critical period of development in mice begins almost

2 weeks after eye opening, and it is unknown whether this initial

binocular experience shapes cortical circuits. In contrast, Chang

et al. (2020) observed a dramatic shift in binocular response

alignment in ferret immediately after eye opening and found a

considerable amount of congruency in binocular cells, prior to

binocular visual experience. Thus, at least in ferret, this initial

network, which could form through Hebbian modification of hor-

izontal connections without thalamic innervation (Bartsch and

van Hemmen, 2001), might instruct the maturation of a binocular

congruent synaptic network.

So far, we considered only the functional maturation of cellular

and synaptic networks early in development, neglecting

concomitant changes in structure. Prior to and following eye

opening in the developing visual cortex, dendritic arborization

of pyramidal cells increases in size and complexity (Callaway

and Borrell, 2011). After the onset of visual experience, long-

range horizontal connections between layer 2/3 cells

are established and stabilized (Durack and Katz, 1996) and

synaptic density increases dramatically (Cragg, 1975; Yuste

and Bonhoeffer, 2004). Increased synaptic connections lead to

increased dynamics, as synaptic remodeling and elimination

continues throughout development (Bhatt et al., 2009). In addi-

tion, early in development, the size (strength) of synaptic con-

tacts increases dramatically (Cizeron et al., 2020). As structural

development of cortical circuitry coincides with the onset of

binocular vision, it stands to reason that binocular synaptic net-

works emerge and consolidate around this time. In one way, this

process can be thought of as ‘‘structural recurrent amplifica-

tion’’; addition and stabilization of binocular intracortical inputs

boosts the excitatory drive underlying interocular response

selectivity and alignment. We believe this view, of a dynamic

and stabilizing recurrent circuit emerging through development,

will provide insight into the nature of binocular synaptic networks

and development of binocular vision.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact: benjamin.

scholl@pennmedicine.upenn.edu.

Materials availability
This study did not generate unreported reagents. All reagents used are available upon reasonable request.

Data and code availability
Because of the large size of the imaging dataset, the raw data have not been deposited in a public repository but will be made avail-

able upon reasonable request. Cell MagicWand tool and NEURONmodeling scripts have been deposited onGitHub and are publicly

available. DOIs are listed in the key resources table. All other processing and analysis routines were written in MATLAB and will be

shared upon reasonable request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All procedures were performed according to NIH guidelines and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at

Max Planck Florida Institute for Neuroscience. Female ferrets (Mustelidae Furo, Marshall Farms) were used in this study.

Animals underwent survival injections at ages P18-P23, followed by acute experiments preformed at ages 36-P60. Animals were

housed in a vivarium under 12 h light / 8 h dark cycle. No a priori sample size estimation was preformed, but sample sizes are similar to

other studies which performed in vivo two-photon imaging.

METHOD DETAILS

Viral injections
Female ferrets (n = 15) aged P18-23 were anesthetized with isoflurane (delivered in O2). Atropine was administered and a 1:1 mixture of

lidocaine andbupivacainewas administeredSQ.Animalsweremaintainedat an internal temperature of 37�C.Under sterile surgical con-
ditions, a small craniotomy (0.8mmdiameter) wasmadeover the visual cortex (7-8mm lateral and 2-3mmanterior to lambda). Amixture

of diluted AAV1.hSyn.Cre (1:25000 to 1:50000) and AAV1.Syn.FLEX.GCaMP6s (UPenn) was injected (125 - 202.5 nL) through beveled

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and virus strains

AAV1.Syn.FLEX.GCaMP6s Custom Preparation, UPenn Addgene plasmid # 100845

AAV1.hSyn.Cre Addgene Addgene plasmids # 105553

Biological samples

Ferret Marshall Farms N/A

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Ferret Marshall Farms N/A

Software and algorithms

Cell Magic Wand Tool MIT License, Wilson et al., 2016 https://doi.

org/10.1016/j.neuron.2017.02.035

https://www.mpfi.org/cell-magic-wand/

MATLAB Mathworks https://ch.mathworks.com/products/

matlab.html

FIJI/ImageJ NIH https://fiji.sc

Miji Sage et al., 2012 https://imagej.net/plugins/miji

PsychoPy Peirce 2007 https://www.psychopy.org

NEURON Spine Simulation Code Scholl et al., 2021 https://doi.org/10.1038/

s41586-020-03044-3

https://github.com/schollben/

StructFuncEM2020
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glass micropipettes (10-15 mm outer diameter) at 600, 400, and 200 mm below the pia. Finally, the craniotomy was filled with sterile

agarose (Type IIIa, Sigma-Aldrich) and the incision site was sutured.

Cranial window
After 3-5 weeks of expression, ferrets were anesthetized with 12.5mg/kg ketamine and isoflurane. Atropine and bupivacaine were

administered, animals were placed on a feedback-controlled heating pad to maintain an internal temperature of 37�C, and intubated

to be artificially respirated. Isoflurane was delivered throughout the surgical procedure to maintain a surgical plane of anesthesia. An

intravenous cannula was placed to deliver fluids. Tidal CO2, external temperature, and internal temperature were continuously moni-

tored. The scalp was retracted and a custom titanium headplate adhered to the skull (Metabond, Parkell). A craniotomy

was performed and the dura retracted to reveal the cortex. One piece of custom coverglass (5 mm diameter, 0.7 mm thickness,

Warner Instruments) attached to a custom insert using optical adhesive (71, Norland Products) was placed onto the brain to dampen

biological motion during imaging. A 1:1 mixture of tropicamide ophthalmic solution (Akorn) and phenylephrine hydrochloride

ophthalmic solution (Akorn) was applied to both eyes to dilate the pupils and retract the nictitating membranes. Contact lenses

were inserted to protect the eyes. Upon completion of the surgical procedure, isoflurane was gradually reduced and pancuronium

(0.2 mg/kg/h) was delivered IV.

Visual stimuli
Visual stimuli were generated using Psychopy (Peirce, 2007). The monitor was placed 25 cm from the animal. Receptive field loca-

tions for each cell were hand mapped and the spatial frequency optimized (range: 0.04 to 0.20 cpd). For each soma and dendritic

segment, square-wave or sine-wave drifting gratings were presented at 22.5 degree increments to each eye independently (2-3 s

duration, 1-2 s ISI, 8-10 trials for each field of view). Drifting gratings of different directions (0 – 337.5�) were presented independently

to both eyes. Visual stimulation of either eye was achieved by using a shutter controlled by Arduino which allowed switching between

contralateral or ipsilateral view of the monitor at the visuotopic location targeted.

Two-photon imaging
Two-photon imaging was performed on a Bergamo II microscope (Thorlabs) running Scanimage (Pologruto et al., 2003) (Vidrio Tech-

nologies) with 940 nm dispersion-compensated excitation provided by an Insight DS+ (Spectraphysics). For spine imaging, power

after the objective was limited to < 50mW.Cells were selected for imaging on the basis of their position relative to large blood vessels,

responsiveness to visual stimulation, and lack of prolonged calcium transients resulting from overexpression of GCaMP6s. Images

were collected at 30 Hz using bidirectional scanning with 512x512 pixel resolution or with custom ROIs (region of interest; framerate

range: 22 - 50 Hz). Somatic imaging was performed with a resolution of 2.05 - 10.24 pixels/ mm. Dendritic spine imaging was per-

formed with a resolution of 6.10 �15.36 pixels/mm.

Two-photon imaging analysis
Imaging data were excluded from analysis if motion along the z axis was detected. Dendrite images were corrected for in-plane mo-

tion via a 2D cross-correlation based approach in MATLAB or using a piecewise non-rigid motion correction algorithm (Pnevmatika-

kis and Giovannucci, 2017). ROIs were drawn in ImageJ; dendritic ROIs spanned contiguous dendritic segments and spine ROIs

were fit with custom software. Mean pixel values for ROIs were computed over the imaging time series and imported into MATLAB

(Sage et al., 2012). DF=Fo was computed by computing Fo with time-averaged median or percentile filter (10th percentile). For a sub-

set of cells (n = 5/36, n = 1/16 binocular congruent cells), the tuning of the soma was unreliable and an ROI placed on the dendrite

apical trunk was used. DF=Fo traces were synchronized to stimulus triggers sent from Psychopy and collected by Spike2. For spine

signals, we subtracted a scaled version of the dendritic signal to remove back-propagating action potentials as performed previously

(Wilson et al., 2016). Spine ultrastructure and functional response properties were unrelated to the degree of subtraction or residual

correlation with dendritic signals.

Peak DF=Fo responses to bars and gratings were computed using the Fourier analysis to calculate mean and modulation

amplitudes for each stimulus presentation, which were summed together. Spines were included for analysis if the mean

peak DF=Fo for the preferred stimulus was > 20% DF=Fo , the SNR at the preferred stimulus was > 1, and spines were weakly

correlated with the dendritic signal (Spearman’s correlation, r < 0.4). This set of criteria was used to determine the ocular domi-

nance class of each spine and soma. Specifically, if these criteria were passed for stimuli presented only to the contralateral eye

(monocular contra), stimuli presented only to the ipsilateral eye (monocular ipsi), or for both (binocular). Binocular congruency

was computed as the Pearson’s correlation (MATLAB) between mean responses driven by contralateral and ipsilateral

stimulation.

Some spine traces contained negative events after subtraction, so response properties were computed ignoring negative DF= Fo

values. Preferred orientation for each spine was calculated by fitting responses in orientation space with a Gaussian tuning curve

(Wilson et al., 2016) using lsqcurvefit (MATLAB). Orientation selectivity was computed by calculating the vector strength of mean re-

sponses. To identify spine or dendritic calcium events (as used in the model shown in Figures 5 and 6), DF/F traces were smoothed

with an exponentially weighted moving average filter (MATLAB) and the peaks of calcium events were located. Peak amplitude of

calcium events was compared to the standard deviation of baseline spine fluorescence values prior to subtraction.
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Serial block-face scanning electron microscopy
Five layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons from 3 animals previously imaged with in vivo two-photonmicroscopy were imaged with a scanning

electron microscope. A total of 23 segments of proximal basal dendrites and 155 spines were reconstructed and analyzed. To facil-

itate anatomical reconstruction, we limited imaging to proximal basal dendrites. A detailed description of thesemethods and the data

are reported in Scholl et al., 2021; Scholl and Fitzpatrick, 2020, and Thomas et al. (2021).

Fixed (2%paraformaldehyde and 2%glutaraldehyde in a 0.1mMsodiumcacodylate) brain slices of 80mmthicknesswere trimmed to

approximately 2 3 2 mm to contain the cell of interest at the center. This was accomplished by using blood vessels and slice edges,

visible in a 20x epifluorescence image of the slice, as landmarks. The tissue pieces were incubated in an aqueous solution of 2%

osmium tetroxide buffered in 0.1 mM sodium cacodylate for 45 min at room temperature (RT). Tissue was not rinsed and the osmium

solution was replacedwith cacodylate buffered 2.5%potassium ferrocyanide for 45min at RT in the dark. Tissuewas rinsed with water

23 10min, which was repeated between consecutive steps. Tissue was incubated in warm (605C) aqueous 1% thiocarbohydrizide for

20 min, aqueous 1% osmium tetroxide for 45 min, and then 1% uranyl acetate in 25% ethanol for 20 min. Tissue was rinsed then left in

water overnight at 45C. The following day, tissue was stained with Walton’s lead aspartate for 30 min at 605C. Tissue was then dehy-

drated in a graded ethanol series (30, 50, 70, 90, 100%), 1:1 ethanol to acetone, then 100% acetone. Tissue was infiltrated using 3:1

acetone to Durcupan resin (Sigma Aldrich) for 2 h, 1:1 acetone to resin for 2 h, and 1:3 acetone to resin overnight, then flat embedded in

100% resin on a glass slide and covered with an Aclar sheet at 605C for 2 days. Since SBF-SEM requires conductive samples to mini-

mize charging during imaging, the tissue was trimmed to less than 13 1mmand one side was exposed using an ultramicrotome (UC7,

Leica), then turned downward to be remounted to a metal pin with conductive silver epoxy (CircuitWorks, CHEMTRONICS).

Tissue was sectioned and imaged using 3View and Digital Micrograph (Gatan Microscopy Suite) installed on a Gemini SEM300

(Carl Zeiss Microscopy LLC.) equipped with an OnPoint BSE detector (Gatan, Inc.). The detector magnification was calibrated within

SmartSEM imaging software (Carl Zeiss Microscopy LLC.) and Digital Micrograph with a 500 nm cross line grating standard. Final

imaging was performed at 2.0-2.2 kV accelerating voltage, 20 or 30 mm aperture, working distance of �5 mm, 0.5-1.2 ms pixel dwell

time, 5.7-7 nm per pixel, knife speed of 0.1 mm/sec with oscillation, and 56 - 84 nm section thickness. Imaged volumes ranged from

125x125x36 mm to 280x170x52 mm. Serial imageswere exported as TIFFs to TrakEM2 (Cardona et al., 2012) and aligned using Scale-

Invariant Feature Transform image alignment with linear feature correspondences and rigid transformation (Lowe, 2004). Once

aligned, each dendrite of interest was cropped from the full volume to reduce computational overhead in subsequent analyses.

Aligned images were exported to Microscopy Image Browser (Belevich et al., 2016) for segmentation of dendrites, spines, PSDs,

and boutons. Binary labels files were then imported to Amira (versions 6.7, 2019.1) which was used to create 3D surface models

of each dendrite, spine, PSD, and bouton. Each reconstructed dendrite was overlaid onto its corresponding two-photon image using

Adobe Photoshop for re-identification of individual spines. Amira was used to measure the volume of spine heads and boutons, sur-

face area of PSDs, and spine neck length. Blender (versions 2.79, 2.8) was used to create 3D renderings.

NEURON modeling
For each synapse reconstructed, we simulated the change inmembrane potential at the somadue to a single action potential arriving at

the synapse (on the spine head). Simulations of anatomical features allow generation of a single metric (voltage attenuation between

spine head and soma) accounting for a variety of synapse features. We modeled a somatic compartment (radius = 13 mm, gNa =

0 S/cm2, gk = 0.036 S/cm2, gleak = 0.003 S/cm2, Eleak = �50 mV, Ra = 105 Ucm, Cm = 1 mF/cm2) connected to a 400 mm long dendrite

(diameter = 1 mm, Ra = 105 Ucm, Cm = 1 mF/cm2). Each spine was placed on the dendrite at the distance from soma as measured with

EM and connected via a ‘neck’ to a ‘spine head’ where a synapse was placed. Synapse compartments had the same basic properties

(Ra = 250 Ucm, Cm = 1 mF/cm2) and passive conductances. Spine neck diameter was fixed to 200 nm, matching widths measured in

serial EMsections (data not shown) and the lengthwas set tomeasured values. Spine head lengthwas set to 1 mmso the diameter could

be determined from volume measurements (assigning spine heads to be a cylindrical compartment):

D =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
V=4p

p

Next, we converted measured PSD area into a value describing the max synaptic conductance. Here wemade several assumptions.

Based on the linear correlation between the number of receptors and PSD size, we approximated �0.87 receptors and �2.0 recep-

tors per 100 nm for AMPA and NMDA, respectively (Takumi et al., 1999). As a simplification, we extract PSD diameter as if our PSDs

were circular (as above). Then an AMPA conductance is

gAMPA = Dspine,ð0:87 = 0:100Þ,gR

where gR is 15 pS per channel. In this way,measured PSD area is linearly related to the synaptic conductance used in eachmodel. For

each simulation, parameters were set and themaximum depolarization from Vrest (�67.5mV) wasmeasured in the somatic and spine

head compartment.

Simulation of synaptic population aggregates
To examine the contribution of synapses of different ocular classes we used a simple linear model combining binary visually evoked

calcium events. For each binocular congruent cell (n = 14), a random set of synapses were drawn (80% of the total population) and a
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random set of stimulus trials were drawn for each group of synapses imaged simultaneously on each simulation run (10,000 itera-

tions). The number of active spines was tabulated for each stimulus. Total numbers (or aggregates) were separated by ocular class

for comparison. Orientation preference of aggregates was defined as the stimulus evoking the largest response. Multivariate linear

regression was used to determine how well total aggregate alignment was predicted by total number of active spines (normalized by

the maximum number of active spines observed for each cell) and the fraction of different ocular classes contributing. We used pre-

dictor matrices without interaction terms:

X = ½b1xa + b2xf + b3n + b4�;
where xa is the proportion of active synapses at the preferred orientation, xf is the fraction of spines contributing from a single ocular

class, n is random noise, and b are the linear coefficients. We also used predictor matrices with an interaction term:

X = ½b1xa + b2xf + b3ðxa 3 xfÞ + b4n + b5�:
The function fitlm (MATLAB) was used to obtain coefficient weights and their significance (see Table S2).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses are described in the main text. We used non-parametric statistical analyses (Wilcoxon signrank test, Wilcoxon

rank-sum test, circular Kruskal-Wallis test) or permutation tests to avoid assumptions about the distributions of the data. All statistical

analysis was performed in MATLAB. Correlation coefficients computed with circular-linear correlation or Spearman’s correlation. All

correlation significance tests were one-sided unless specified otherwise. Quantitative approaches were not used to determine if the

data met the assumptions of the parametric tests.
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Supplemental Figure 1: Examples of binocular noncongruent spines 
Related to and same as in Figure 1b: Left column: Responses of four binocular 
noncongruent example spines to drifting gratings presented to the contra and ipsi eye. 
Shown are mean (black) and standard deviation (gray) ΔF/F responses to each stimulus 
(n = 8 trials) presented to the contra (left) and ipsi (right) eyes. Right column: peak 
amplitude response mean (black dots) and standard deviation (lines). The respective 
congruency value is displayed above each trace. 
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Supplemental Figure 2: A bootstrapped measure of binocular congruency 
Related to Figure 2 and 3. (a) Peak amplitude response mean (black dots) and standard 
deviation (lines) of example spine 3 (see Figure 1b). Congruency of the mean response 
to contra and ipsi stimulation was 0.16. (b) Distribution of bootstrapped congruency 
values for the responses shown in (a). (c) Left: Measured congruency and mean 
bootstrapped congruency are strongly correlated (Spearman’s r = 0.98, p < 0.0001) and 
was well fit by a second order polynomial (yellow line, y = (0.2)x2 + (0.64)x – 0.01, r2 = 
0.95). Spines whose response was significantly correlated between the eyes 
(bootstrapped mean > 1 s.d.) were classified as binocular congruent (dark purple). Right: 
Histograms of significant and nonsignificant spines. (d-h) Repetition of results shown in 
Figures 2 and 3 using the bootstrap analysis to define binocular congruent and 
noncongruent spines (***, p<0.0001). (d-f) Same as in Figure 2 b-d: Cumulative 
distribution of orientation selectivity index (OSI) of contra (d) and ipsi (e) responses for 
each ocular class. (f) Heatmap of mean bootstrapped congruency of binocular inputs with 
respect to contra and ipsi OSI.  (g-h) Same as in Figure 3 b-c: Cumulative distribution of 
functional specificity (mismatch in orientation preference between individual spines and 
the soma) for responses during contra (g) and ipsi (h) stimulation for each ocular class. 
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Supplemental Figure 3: Ultrastructural properties are comparable across ocular 
classes 
Related to Figure 4 and Table 3. (a-c) Cumulative distribution of ultrastructural features 
of spines as measured by EM reconstruction for each ocular class. (a) Spine Head 
Volume, (b) Postsynaptic Density (PSD) Area (shown in red in Figure 4 c), (c) Spine Neck 
Length. 
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Supplemental Figure 4: Binocular congruent inputs are most reliable  
Related to Figure 5 and 6. Cumulative distribution of reliability measured as proportion of 
trials active (see Methods) at the spine’s preferred stimulus for monocular, binocular 
noncongruent, and binocular congruent inputs for contra (left) and ipsi (right) stimulation. 
Binocular congruent spines are more reliable than binocular noncongruent and monocular 
contra spines (p < 0.001, two-sided Wilcoxon’s ranksum test). Monocular ipsi spines are 
slightly less reliable than binocular congruent, but this trend is not significant (p = 0.13, 
two-sided Wilcoxon’s ranksum test). In addition, the  congruency of binocular spines is 
positively correlated with increased reliability (Spearman’s r: contra: r = 0.20, p < 0.0001; 
ipsi: r = 0.22, p < 0.0001). 
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Supplemental Figure 5: Implementing a nonlinearity does not alter aggregate 
alignment   
Related to Figure 5 and 6. (a) Comparison of the linear and nonlinear model implemented 
in the simulation. With the nonlinearity, co-activity of five or more inputs within the same 
dendritic segment got weighted more heavily (Losonczy and Magee, 2006). (b) Similar to 
Figure 5. Synaptic activity (top, discrete calcium events, shown in black) and the resulting 
effective total aggregate (bottom) for one simulation run in the linear (left) and nonlinear 
(right) model. Shown is activity driven by contra stimulation, with respect to the somatic 
preferred orientation. In the nonlinear model, in 5 conditions across 3 branch segments 
the synaptic activity got weighed more strongly (red instead of black). (c) Linear (solid 
line) and nonlinear (dashed line) simulated aggregate tuning for contra and ipsi 
stimulation across 14 binocular congruent cells. From top to bottom: total aggregate, 
binocular congruent populations, binocular noncongruent populations, and monocular 
populations. Tuning is with respect to the soma preferred orientation; data are mean and 
standard error. (d) Interocular distributions of trial-to-trial alignment of aggregates to the 
somatic preferred orientation in contra and ipsi stimulation conditions for linear (left) and 
nonlinear (right) model. Each bin is frequency across simulation iterations (n = 1000). 
Aggregate orientation preference was changed by the nonlinearity in about 25% of cases 
but did not result in stark changes of aggregate specificity overall. 
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Supplemental Table 1: Ultrastructural properties of synapses of each ocular class. 
Related to Fig. 4 and Fig S3. Values reported are mean and standard deviation for each 
ocular class and anatomical feature or metric of strength.  
 

Class Spine Head 
Volume (µm3) 

Spine PSD  
Area (µm2) 

Spine Neck 
Length (µm) 

Simulated Soma 
Input (mV) 

Monocular Contra 
(n = 21) 

  
0.35 ± 0.26 

  
0.26 ± 0.17 

 
1.97 ± 1.04  

 
1.02 ± 0.42 

Monocular Ipsi 
(n = 18) 

 
0.48 ± 0.29 

 
0.38 ± 0.29  

 
2.32 ± 1.05  

 
1.25 ± 0.52 

Binocular 
congruent 
(n = 26) 

  
0.42 ± 0.31  

 
0.37 ± 0.25 

 
1.78 ± 0.82 

 
1.12 ± 0.44 

Binocular 
noncongruent 

(n = 38) 

  
0.40 ± 0.32 

 
0.24 ± 0.19 

 
1.72 ± 0.62 

 
1.04 ± 0.40 
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Supplemental Table 2: Linear regression model with and without interaction term 
predicting simulated total aggregate interocular alignment.   
Related to Fig. 6. Shown are coefficients from model fits. All coefficients were statistically 
significant (p < 0.05) unless stated otherwise. Coefficients for noise model and constant 
terms (see Methods) were not significant. 
 

  Total 
Active 

Binocular 
congruent 

Binocular 
noncongruent Monocular Interaction 

Contralateral 
Responses 

Linear 
Model 1 +0.015 +0.37   n/a 

  - 0.079 + 0.233   + 0.29 

 Linear 
Model 2 - 0.02  - 0.43  n/a 

  + 0.26  - 0.036  - 0.86 

 Linear 
Model 3 - 0.058   - 0.22 n/a 

  - 0.064   - 0.23 0.017 (n.s.) 
Ipsilateral 

Responses 
Linear 

Model 1 +0.33 +0.34   n/a 

  + 0.10 + 0.14   + 0.59 

 Linear 
Model 2 +0.27  - 0.22  n/a 

  + 0.65  + 0.10  - 1.12 

 Linear 
Model 3 +0 .36   - 0.44 n/a 

  + 0.48   - 0.29 - 0.47 
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A. Appendix

A.2. Orientation selectivity of synaptic inputs and

input populations

For somatic orientation preference as well as congruency, previous work has shown that
the sheer numbers of inputs carrying the feature of interest are a powerful predictor
of somatic output in experienced animals [46, 287, 288, 291]. Nevertheless, there are
additional properties of synaptic inputs and input populations that could affect their
impact on somatic output.
For instance, a broadly tuned or even unselective input provides a similar drive to

the postsynaptic neuron for all stimuli. In contrast, a highly selective input provides
strong drive for only a specific subset of stimuli and not others, thus more strongly
impacting the stimulus preference of the postsynaptic neuron. The concept of exerted
modulation can also be extended to the level of input populations, since depolarization
of the soma is a reflection of the sum of all synaptic inputs. Consider a group of highly
selective inputs, yet all preferring different orientations. As a population, they will
convey similar drive for stimuli of all orientations. In contrast, a group of inputs all
preferring the same orientation can as a population more strongly modulate responses
and thereby affect somatic tuning, even when this group is rather small in numbers or
individual spines not as selective.
We measured orientation selectivity and preference similarity within subpopulations

of synaptic inputs. Both these features may vary between monocular and binocular
spines and could reveal differential contributions of these subpopulations to somatic
output. Moreover, this may change over development and reveal changes in the synap-
tic make up of somatic responses that improve binocular alignment.

Orientation selectivity of dendritic spines increases after eye
opening but exhibits consistent biases between ocular classes
over development

To assess to which degree excitatory inputs at eye opening convey orientation modu-
lated signal to the postsynaptic neuron, we measured the orientation selectivity (OS,
see methods) of individual spines for each eye. Regardless of the ocular class of a given
dendritic spine, responses display lower degrees of orientation selectivity than that
found in experienced animals (Fig.A.1c-d; rank sum test näıve-experienced, p < 0.0001
for all ocular classes). The median OS for inputs from each ocular class is below 0.2,
which amounts to about 50-75% of the respective median value in experienced ani-
mals (see Table A.1); A.1). Despite low OS, differences between inputs across ocular
classes are apparent. Binocular congruent spines are more selective than monocular
contra and monocular ipsi spines whereas noncongruent spines are consistently the
least selective group of inputs (see Table A.1; Fig.A.1a-b). Accordingly, congruency of
binocular inputs is significantly correlated with their orientation selectivity for contra
and ipsi responses (two-sided Spearman’s correlation: contra: r = 0.31; ipsi: r = 0.30,
p < 0.0001 for both). As in the adult, responses of binocular spines to contra stimu-
lation are more selective than their responses to ipsi stimulation (paired signed rank
test: binocular congruent: p < 0.0001; binocular noncongruent: p = 0.0008) and even
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A.2. Orientation selectivity of synaptic inputs and input populations

monocular spines exhibit the same difference across eyes (rank sum test: contra vs.
ipsi: p = 0.0009).
In sum, the synaptic inputs appear to generally mirror the properties of the im-

mature somatic responses seen in V1 at this age ([4]; and Fig.3.2): not only do they
display lower congruency, but they also show lower orientation selectivity and their
ipsi responses tend to be even less selective than contra. Despite these signatures of an
immature response, the relative differences across inputs from distinct ocular classes
already resemble those seen in the experienced state. And already in näıve animals,
the comparably stronger orientation selectivity of the binocular congruent network
could give it an advantage in affecting the somatic response despite its small input
proportion.

Median (IQR) Binocular Binocular Monocular
congruent noncongruent

Contralateral responses

Binocular congruent 0.18 (0.15) - p < 0.0001 p = 0.006
Binocular noncongruent 0.12 (0.12) - - p < 0.0001
Monocular 0.16 (0.13) - - -

Ipsilateral responses

Binocular congruent 0.16 (0.11) - p < 0.0001 p = 0.001
Binocular noncongruent 0.10 (0.10) - - p = 0.024
Monocular 0.12 (0.12) - - -

Table A.1.: Comparison of orientation selectivity across ocular classes of den-
dritic spines.
All statistical tests are Wilcoxon’s rank sum test.

Populations of binocular congruent inputs display the least
orientation preference variance

Next, we examined the similarity in orientation preference of inputs from the same
ocular class for a given cell. High similarity of orientation preference within an ocular
class population can boost their joint influence on somatic tuning, whereas larger
diversity in orientation preference could weaken the population’s impact (see Fig.A.2a).
By exhibiting strong preference similarity, monocular and binocular noncongruent
inputs could still strongly contribute to the somatic response to a certain orientation
despite overall low orientation selectivity of these inputs. Binocular congruent inputs
in turn, may employ this to further boost their modulating impact and compensate
their low numbers.
The diversity of orientation preference was measured via the variance of preferred

orientations within a subpopulation of inputs. For each cell, we computed the respec-
tive population variance of binocular congruent, binocular noncongruent, and monoc-
ular spine populations for responses to the contra and ipsi eye separately. We only
extracted the orientation preference for spines with OS > 0.1, and input populations
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Figure A.1.: Orientation selectivity increases for all synaptic inputs after eye
opening
(a-b) Cumulative distribution plots of orientation selectivity (OS) of somatic responses to
contra (a) and ipsi (b) eye stimulation of binocular neurons in visually näıve and experienced
animals. (c-d) Cumulative distribution plots of OS for spines from different ocular classes
in näıve and experienced animals for the contra (c) and ipsi (d) eye. All statistical tests are
Wilcoxon’s rank sum test. *** p < 0.0001
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for each ocular class had to encompass at least 3 selective spines. For aggregates in
experienced animals, we randomly subsampled spines for each aggregate to match ag-
gregate sizes from the näıve state and took the average for each aggregate across 20
iterations of subsampling.
First, we wanted to test whether population similarity is exploited by binocular con-

gruent spines in the experienced state. In experienced animals, for contra stimulation,
binocular congruent input populations demonstrate the lowest variance, indicative of
low orientation preference diversity (see Fig.A.2b). Binocular noncongruent aggre-
gates tend to exhibit the highest variance and monocular contra aggregates are in
between (rank sum test: binocular congruent vs. monocular contra: p = 0.06; binoc-
ular congruent vs. noncongruent: p = 0.003). As binocular congruent inputs are
per definition well aligned between eyes, a similar degree of variance is expected for
the ipsi response as for the contra response. This is indeed the case. Monocular ipsi
and binocular noncongruent populations are more diverse in their inputs’ orientation
preference, with binocular noncongruent inputs displaying the largest variance (rank
sum test: binocular congruent vs. monocular ipsi: p = 0.02; binocular congruent
vs. binocular noncongruent: p = 0.0001; monocular ipsi vs. binocular noncongruent:
p = 0.02).
This highlights that, in the experienced state, binocular congruent inputs are not

only the most selective, but also as a population are best coordinated in their orienta-
tion preference. Thereby, they can enhance their impact on somatic tuning compared
to that of other input populations, and disproportionately contribute for select stimuli
and thereby drive somatic alignment.
These results prompted us to ask: Do binocular congruent inputs to a cell develop

to exhibit highly similar orientation preferences, thereby boosting their impact not
only by an increase in numbers, or does also the näıve population exhibit such a tight
coordination among its binocular, congruent inputs? To answer this question, we next
measured population variance in the näıve animals.
Remarkably, binocular congruent inputs are biased to display similar orientation

preferences, even prior to eye opening. In short, we find the similar biases across input
subpopulations from different ocular classes in the näıve as in experienced animals:
binocular congruent aggregates show the least variance overall and binocular noncon-
gruent aggregates the most (Fig.A.2c). In the näıve, monocular contra aggregates
show similar variance as binocular congruent aggregates for contra while monocular
ipsi aggregates show similar to binocular noncongruent aggregates for ipsi. There are
trends for monocular contra aggregates to become more diverse in their tuning over
development (näıve vs. experienced: rank sum test: p = 0.13) and monocular ipsi
aggregates to become less diverse (näıve vs. experienced: rank sum test: p = 0.10).
Yet, for all types of subpopulations, the näıve levels of population variance are not
significantly different from those observed in the experienced (rank sum test, p ≥ 0.1
for all comparisons näıve vs. experienced).
In sum, while orientation selectivity of all inputs amplifies after eye opening, the rel-

ative modulatory impact that inputs from ocular classes may exert, seems comparable
across development. Consistently, binocular congruent inputs are best positioned to
influence somatic orientation preference, especially for the ipsi eye. Notably, for con-
tra stimulation in the näıve, monocular contra inputs as a population display similar
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properties as binocular congruent inputs and could therefore also have a substantial
impact on somatic tuning.
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Figure A.2.: Binocular congruent input aggregates display lowest orientation
preference variance throughout development
(a) Examples on how population variance in orientation preference can affect aggregate
orientation selectivity (OS). Top: population of 10 highly orientation selective spines with
high orientation preference variance resulting in an aggregate response with OS = 0.33. Spine
response (gray) and aggregate mean response (black). bottom: population of 5 moderately
orientation selective spines but low orientation preference variance resulting in an aggregate
response with OS = 0.64. (b) Cumulative distribution plots of aggregate variance for contra
(left) and ipsi (right) responses. Aggregates for spines from each ocular class were randomly
subsampled to match aggregate size in the näıve. (c) same as in (b) but for aggregate formed
by spine responses in visually näıve animals. All statistical tests are Wilcoxon’s rank sum
test.
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